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ABSTRACT
Parental and Teacher Expectations for Kindergarten Preparation
and Priorities for Kindergarten Curricula
by
Kimberly Harris, Haster of Science
Utah State University, 1986
Hajor Professor: Shelley L. K. Lindauer, Ph.D.
Department: Family and Human Development

Participants for this investigation were 146 kindergarten teachers
and 436 parents of kindergarteners in Davis and Weber School Districts.
Self-admin istered questionnaires were utilized, 1) to determine if

teachers, mothers and fathers believe that parents could do more to
prepare children for kindergarten, 2) to delineate what each group
believes parents can do, 3) to investigate what mothers and fathers have
done in preparing their children for kindergarten, 4) to explore what
skills teachers, mothers and fathers credit as most important for
children to possess upon kindergarten entry, and 5) to examine what
skills these three groups feel should be emphasized in the kindergarten
curricula.
A variety of statistical analyses were used to compare teachers',

mothers' and fathers' responses to the above questions.

Major findings

suggest that teachers differ significantly from do mothers and fathers
in believing that parents could do more to prepare children for
kindergarten.

Additional differences were found in the na t ure of what

the three groups felt parents could do, with parents mentioning
intellectual skills significantly more often than teachers .

Results

ix

a lso sugge s t that mothers more than fathers indicate that they take an
a ctive role in preparing their children for kindergarten.
Teachers, mothers and fathers generally agree about which skills
children should possess when they go to kindergarten.

Listening,

feeling confident, and following directions were found to be ranked
highest in importance with writing and reading skills perceived as least
important.

All three groups held similar attitudes toward the

kindergarten curricula, holding that a wide variety of skills are
important and should be emphasized in kinderga rten programs.

The

implication s of current findings for parents and teachers are discussed.

(118 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Expectations for kindergarten curricula have been a cent er of

controversy over the past cen tury .

While some programs have chosen to

focus strongly on the development of cognitive skills, others instead
have emphasized social and emotional development.

Still other programs

have sought to incorporate aspec t s of both these mode ls.
Regardless of the kindergarten program they enter, children exhibit
an extreme diversity of skil ls and knowledge.

Many children are well-

prepared and developmentally ready to competently perform in their
kindergarten programs.

Others are not.

While individual developmental

levels account for many of these differences, some children simply have
not had an adequate variety of experiences to help prepare them for the
challenges of kindergarten.
Now, more than ever, parents are becoming actively concerned with

their child's first yea r of public education (Gallup, 1978; Mayfield,
1983; Simmons & Brewer, 1985).

A growing interest of parents is in

chi ldren' s acquisition of academic skills prior to kindergarten entry.
This interest is reflected in the number of popular books for parents
which focus on teaching young children academic skills (Doman, 1975,
1979; Fox, 1986; Sparling & Lewis, 1979).

Although related research is

minimal, it does ind ica te disagreement between the priorities that
kindergarten teachers and parents of kindergarteners hold for
pre-kindergarten skills and kindergarten programs.

Moreover, vir tually

n o rese arch has examined kindergarten teachers' and parents' perceptions

of the role that parental training may play in preparing children for

kindergarten entry.

Studies have also not clearly compared maternal,

paternal and teacher expectations and attitudes towards children's

acquisition of skills in a variety of developmental domains.
The current study sought to examine what kindergarten teachers and
mothers and fathers of kindergarteners feel parents can do to adequately
prepare children for kindergarten.

It, furthermore, investigated what

priorities thes e three groups hold for children's skills upon
kindergarten entrance.

Finally, this study aimed to determine what

expectations teachers, mothers and fathers have concerning the
kindergarten curricula.

It is hoped that the results of thi s investigation will enable
kindergarten teachers and parents of kindergarteners to define similar
school and developmental goals.

Ideally, the results of the study along

with current child development research, will aid in educating parents
about accurate and appropriate expec t ations for kindergarten-age
children.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
History of the Kindergarten
Interes t in early childhood education a nd ideas on the development
of the child can be traced as far back as Pl a t o a nd Aristotle.

This

intere st-, however, was wit h i n the realm of these philosopher's

educational theories, and early chil dhoo d education was not recognized
as a special ity or even as a subcategory unt il much la ter.

It was

Pes tal ozzi and Froebel in the late 1700s and earl y 1800s who marked the
beginning point for early childhood education and particularly the
kinderga rten movement.

Pesta loz zi represents the inception of early childhood edu cation .
His ideas of more formalized thought devoted to th e education of young
people se t the stage f or what was to later develop into the
kindergarten.

I n a let ter to Heinrich Gessner in 17 99, Pestalozzj

stated that he heeded i t to be "extremely important that men should be
encouraged to learn by themselve s and allowed to develop freely" (Braun

& Edwards, 1972, p . 54) .

Until Pe stalozzi's death in 1827 , his life was

devoted to human relationships.

I t wa s not wh&t he said or wrot e but

what he did that wa s his doctrin e .
easy one t o follow.

His educational doctrine was not an

He had difficulty making his approach c lear, and

formulating what he believed .

Friedrich Froebel, even though he loved

and respected ·Pestalozzi, could not help but criticize him for his
i nability to e xplain what he was trying to do educationally . Froebel
contended tha t Pestalozzi could not give any def i ni t e account of his
idea, plan or i ntention.

Since Froebel could not accept the procedures

of Pestalozzi to be the ideal educational practice for young children,
he ventured to find for himself a method more useful and more valid
(Braun & Edwards, 1972).
In 1805, Froebel first visited Yverden, West Germany, where
Pestalozzi had his Institute.

Following his visit to Pestalozzi,

Froebel started "The Universal German Educational Institute" of which he
was the only teacher and his five nephews the only students.

In 1817,

the number of students increased and he moved the Institute to Keilhau.
After this, Froebel's subsequent experience and reflection deepened his
conviction that continuous education was a necessary corollary of
continuous development.

He, moreover, concluded that the most practical

reform was the establishment of schools for children younger than those
admitted into the existing schools (Salmon & Hindshaw, 1904).

Froebel

called his system of schooling for young children "kindergarten,"
meaning "child's garden, " a place for children to grow and develop.

This was an institution where children could ga ther together with peers
outside the restraints of the family.

Also, the garden-like atmosphere

would protect children from the "corrupt ing influence of society and the
dangers of nature"(Shapiro, 1983, p. 22).

In the kindergarten the

"mental , physical and social faculties of the chi ld could be cultivated,
unfolded, and ripened" (Shapiro, 1983, p. 22).

In February of 1837 , he

opened his first "child's garden" in an old flour mill at Blankenbu rg
(Salmon & Hindshaw, 1904).
For many years following Froebel's death in 1852, kindergarten
procedures and attitudes toward children followed his idealistic
conception of the nature and function of education.

He viewed the

kindergarten as an essential s tep in the entire progress of educational

experience, and the early years not merely as preparation for childhood,
but as having value in themselves.
One of Froebel's most significant contributions to education was

his appreciation of the value of play (Ross, 1976).

He saw play as the

mode through which the child achieved equilibrium through harmonious
development (Salmon & Hindshaw, 1904).
instruct through giving pleasure.

Every activity was designed to

He said play was "not trivial", but

rather "highly serious and of deep significance" and was "the highest
phase of child development" (Froebel, 1896, p. 54-55).

In the

curriculum that Froebel developed for the kindergarten, he sought to
help the child unfold his abilities by directing his /her playing
(Lambert, 1958).
Another critical component of Froebel's theory was the idea that
the development of man is con tinuous, therefore his education must be

continuous.

He divided the process of early education between birth and

age six into discrete stages of physical and mental development-infancy, early childhood and childhood.

Froebel devised various

educational exercises related to each stage.

He believed that his

stages were developmental, for each educational t ask corresponded to an
observed mental, physical or spiritual change in the child (Shapiro,
1983).
In all ways, Froebel developed his educational theory and
kindergar ten under the assumption that each child was creative and
productive, not merely receptive.
through activity.

In his kindergarten, learning was

With marked insight , Froeb el designed a system for

early childhood education that would extend for decades to influence a
vast number of theorists, educators and children.

Kindergarten in America
Before his death, Froebel had recognized the potential of America
for the growth of his kindergarten.

As early as 1826, he wrote that his

ideas must emigrate to the country where conditions for the existence of

a pure family life, true Christianity, and the spirit of freedom were
offered.

He believed these were all conditions found in America

(Froebel, 1896 ) .
It was Carl and Margarethe Schwiz, Germans who immigrated to
America during the German Revolution of 1848, who brought Froebel's
ideas to the United States.

Margarethe had studied under Frederick

Froebel prior to her marriage.

Once in America, Margarethe, fearing

their German culture would be lost, used her memory of Froebel's
lectures to open a small family kindergarten in Watertown, Wisconsin in
1855.
In 1859, while on a trip to Boston, Margarethe met Elizabeth Palmer
Peabody.

This meeting influenced the direction of the development of

the kindergarten in the United States.

Peabody was fascinated by

Froebel's precepts as explained to her by Hargare the.

Peabody continued

to study about Froebel's philosophy, and based on what she had heard and
read she op ened the first English speaking kindergar ten in Boston in
1860.

Later, Peabody devoted three years t o convincing the Boston

School Committee and City Council to establish kindergartens in the
Boston school sys tem.

By 1870, they agreed to open an experimental

kindergarten; however, due to lack of fund s and interest, it closed in
1879 (Ross, 1976).
In the interim, Peabody had been instrumental in getting Pauline
Agassiz Shaw to open charity kindergartens.

Shaw financed the opening

of two free kindergartens for children in areas surrounding Boston and

when the experimental public school kindergarten class was closed in
1879, she took it over.

Shaw continued to open kindergartens until in

1883, she had established a network of 31 free kindergarten classes
which were taken into the Bos ton public school system in 1887 .
Elizabeth Peabody joined by Susan Blow (who, when touring Europe in
1871, became intrigued by Froebel's kindergarten system) influenced
William Torrey Harris, Superintendent of St. Louis pub lic schools (and
later the United States Commissioner of Education) to make kindergarten
an integral part of the school system in St. Louis.

In September of

1873, the experimental kindergarten at the Des Peres School in St. Louis
was launched.
States .

It was the firs t public kindergarten in the United

Under Susan Blow's direction, 20 children enrolled the first

day and soon all 42 available spots were filled (Ross, 1976) .
The St. Louis kindergarten experiment continued to be a success .
Its growth was astounding.

In 1873, there was one kindergar ten , one

paid assistant, and Susan Blow as a volunteer teacher.

By 1879, there

were 53 classes and 131 paid tea chers.
The fulfillment of expecta t ions in St. Louis was a crucial fac tor
in the extension of ki.ndergartens nationally, fo r it allayed the fears
and warnings of those who had been against such an innovation (Ross,
1976).

In later years, those who were working to establish

kindergartens in other cities would refer to the St. Louis kindergarten
as their model.
Continued efforts to introduce the kindergarten to America spread
in several directions.

Kindergartens continued to open in both the

public and private sectors, and more focus was placed on scho ol boards

and state legi slat ures in efforts to include kindergartens in a greater
number of public schools.

Another interest group turned to organizing

free kindergarten associations to support charity kindergartens for
children of the poor.

These people hoped that free kindergartens would

offer the "slum child" a chance he would not otherwise have to enable
him to "rise above the disadvantages of poverty and neglect" (Ross,

1976, p . 19).
Charity kindergartens in Boston, New York City and San Francisco
were models for later undertakings.

The first charity kindergarten had

been opened in 1877 by Pauline Shaw, and during the next two decades,
the movement t o establish charity or free kindergartens expanded
rapidly.

People, feeling a moral, religious or social responsibility

turned to the kindergarten as a pos s ible remedy fo r the "brutalizing
effects of poverty on children" (Ross, 1976, p. 30), and as an
ins titut ion through which to promote moral, socia l and political aspects
of good citizenship.
In 1884, the National Education Association (NEA) established the
Department of Kindergar ten Education.

In 1885, the NEA recommended that

kinde rgarten become a part of all public schools (Osborn, 1975).

By the

end of the 18 90s, the idea of the kindergarten was widely accepted by
the American public.

School boards in cities such as St. Louis,

Indianapolis, Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, had included
kindergartens in their public school systems, and many others were read y
to follow suit .

By 1914, every major city had municipal kindergartens.

Due to the rapid expansion of the kindergarten, the growth of new
notions regarding childhood thought and development from educators such
as Dewey, Montessori and Piage t, along with a va riet y of events

including the launch of Sputnik in 1957, differences in developmental
philosophies and kinde rgart en sys tems emerged (Osborn, 1975; Ross, 1976;
Shapiro, 1983).

These differing philosophies have continued throughout

the evolution of the kindergarten.

By 1965 the major issue had

developed between "enrichment vs. instruction."

The first type of

program emphasized social/emotional development and utilized play,
movement, and the dramatic and creative arts as the major parts of the

curriculum.

The latter type of program was structured and systematic

and emphasized cognitive skills (Osborn, 1975).

In the early 1970s,

both sides began to recognize some value in the position of their
critics.
into

th~

Some "enrichment" groups began to introduce cognitive concepts
curriculufil in a more systematic fashion.

Some "instruction"

groups began to recognize the value of play, realizing that children
learn through play and through actual manipulation of materials.
Through the 1970s and now into the 1980s, psychologists,
sociologists, educators, parents, and other concerned persons are still

in conflict over what focus the kindergarten should take.

Some hold

that intellectual and cognitive skills should be most important in the
development of the kindergarten child, while others are convinced that
social and emotional growth surpass all other areas in importance .
Although the current kindergarten program is organized to prepare the
child emotionally, socially, and mentally to make the most of the
learning in the following years of school, some feel this is not enough.
They contend that a more structured, quickly paced curriculum in the
kindergarten is needed t o better prepare children for the increasing
complexity of our society.
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Kindergarten in Utah
Kindergarten s exis ted in the St ate of Utah during the years prior
to stat ehood, although they were not considered a part of the regular
school organization.

As early as 1887, kindergarten classes were being

held for children from ages 3 to 10 years of age in some of the larger
communities.

Thes e kindergartens were privately managed and f unded.

The constitution o f the State of Utah, ado pted in 1896 , included
kindergartens as part of the public school system.

In 1897, the

legislature made it possible for boards of education t o "establish and
maintain kindergartens for children between the ages of fo ur and six
ye a rs , " and t o "pay the costs in whole or in part out of the school

funds of the dis trict" (Moffitt, 1946, p . 349).

By 1905, kindergarten

enrollment was limited to children five years of age (Pugmire, 1985).
The kindergarten movement in Utah continued to gain slow, but
wide-spread popularit y during the years following 1900.

It was in 1926

that the "six -week" or summer kindergartens were established, and in

1938 development was underway to make kindergarten a permanent addition
to the regular school year.
Today , kindergarten programs can be found in almost every
elementary school within the state.

Recent statistics show that 38 ,73 1

children are enrolled in Utah kindergartens for the current school year
(Personal Communication, Utah Office of Education, 1986).

Although

kindergarten is not mandated by state law, the tradition of kindergarten
in Utah seems to hold a great deal of importance, evidenced b y th e
number of educators, legislators, parents and young children interested
in, and invo lv ed with, Utah kindergartens .

II

Similar to the trend in American kindergartens, Utah kindergartens
have also seen fluctuation in the philosophies of their programs.

In

the first school report (1896), the superintendent of public instruction
was critical of the concept of kindergarten since "no clear philosophy
had [been] developed to provide a worthwhile objective for kindergarten
education" (Moffitt, 1946, p. 349).

As the half-day kindergarten got

underway in the 1940s, emphasis was placed on social and emotional
development.

The 1950s and 1960s saw a move toward a cognitive/

intellectual emphasis as Sputnik brought about a "knowledge race."

More

change was seen in the 1970s as priorities for young children shifted
back to physical, social and emotional development, and then once again
shifted to intellectual development.
Currently, kindergartens in Utah are incorporating a

multidisciplinary approach into their programs.

Varying degrees of

emphasis are placed upon physical, emotional, social and intellectual

development (Utah Early Childhood Education Guide, 1980; Utah Elementary
and Secondary Core Curriculum, 1984).

It is not surprising that such

ambivalence is evident concerning goals and priorities for state
kindergartens, considering the most recent guide (1980) is out of print
and no new guide has taken its place.
The trend in Utah is definitely in the direction of providing
quality opportunities for children prior to their entry into the first
grade.

However, there is a great need for the priorities of state

kind ergarten programs to be clearly defined, and for continuity and
agreement to develop between administra t ors, teachers, parents, and

others who work with young child ren .
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Kindergarten Programs
Preparation for Kindergarten
Kindergar ten may mark either a beginning or a con tinuation of the
school experience for the young child.

For many children, kindergarten

is the next educational st ep after preschool or day care .
chil dr ~n,

For other

it is a beginning experience whereby a child must make the

transition from home to school.

Current sta t is ti cs show that

nationally, 38 percent of three- and four-year-olds are enrolled in
preschool or day care programs (Schweinhart, 1985).

This statistic

illustrates the diversity of experiences children have had when they
enter kindergarten.

A very small body of research exists t o suggest that children who
attend early childhood programs prior to entering kindergarten have a
tendency to be better adjus ted, show stronger task orientation, display
grea ter goal directedness and leadership, and exhibit greater
persistence (Fowler & Kahn, 1974; Harold & Temple, 1960; Lally & Honig,
1977).

Unfortunately, little evidence is available examining exactly

which skills are being stressed in order t o foster these traits .
Likewise, there is a lacuna of data rega rding parental influences on
children's preparation for kindergarten.
Kindergarten Curricula
The history of kindergarten curricula is characterized by the lack
of consensus in emphasizing particular goals.

There have been varying

interpretations of what precisely the kindergarten curriculum should
contain.

A variety of kindergarten objectives range from establishing
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routine habits, meeting organic needs, learning motor and manipulatory

skills, and acquiring self-control and restraint to developing cognitive
and intellectual skills (Dank, 1978; Goulet, 1975; Kean, 1980).
Kindergarten teachers and parents of kindergarteners, two groups
who are of ten the most concerned with the learning experiences provided
young children, regard a great number of objectives as worthwhile.

Yet,

a lack of continuity and clarity of goals is frequently apparent because
many kindergarten teachers have more latitude in determining curricular
objectives than do teachers of older children (Evans, 1971).

Due to

limited time and restricted resources, the kindergarten teacher must

often decide which objectives among many can reasonably be achieved or
emphasized within the kindergarten program (Goulet, 1975).
While kindergartens of today tend to view child development much as
Froebel did in 1817, placing emphasis on mental, physical and social
domains of the child (Utah Early Childhood Education Guide, 1980; Utah
Elementary and Secondary Core Curriculum, 1984; Shapiro, 1983), a
tremendous amount of variability regarding curricula still exists
(Evans, 1971).

In light of this variability, it is importan t for

research to inves tigate which skills teachers and parents believe
kindergarten programs should emphasize.
Parental and Teacher Priorities for
Kindergarten Programs
Kindergarten programs in the past decade have tended to place
increasing emphasis on parental involvement in determining kindergarten
curricula .

However, minimal literature can be found addressing parents

expectation s of what should be taught in the public kindergarten.
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Parents are the most important partners the child and school will
have.

The involvemen t, interest, and devotion that parents provide fo r

their kindergarten child is often a key to the child's f uture
educational and creative success in their new school environment

(Dickey, 1979 ) .

It has been shown that a major factor affecting a

child's academic achievement is his parents ' understanding and support
of the school program (Nash, 1979).

Smith (1980) also reports that the

closer a parent's expectations are to the teacher's expectations, the

s tronger the effects of expectations on a child's performance .
However, a major area of debate lies in the basic orientation of

the social / emotional vs . the int ellectual approach t o kindergarten
(Cabler, 1974) .

As the confusion continues conce rning social/emotional

or academic-based programs, parents are, more than ever, becoming

involved in the decisions of what objectives should be achieved and
which developmental areas emphasized (Fallon, 1973; Jackson & Stretch,
1976).
Goulet's (1975) study of parental and teacher priorities in
selecting goals or skills relevant to kindergarten education, showed a
lack of consen s us between the two groups.

Goulet had each group of

respondents (142 parents; 42 kindergarten teachers) rank in importance
eight domains as appropriate for kindergarten curricula.

The domains

included academic, emotional, language, other intellectual, physical,
self-concept, sensory perceptual, and social development.

Goulet also

had the two groups rank specific skills within each of the eight general
domains.

This study (Goulet, 1975) indicated that the two responding groups
did not agree as t o the most important domain to promote in the
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kindergarten classroom.

Parents selected items from within the soc ial

domain most frequently, while kindergarten teachers selected items from
other intellectual and self-concept domains respectively.

In ranking

within each of the eight domains, parents and teachers had the leas t
agreement concerning language and academic goals, but agreed more in
ranking physical and social items.
In an investigation conducted by Kean (1980), parents and teachers
prioritized aims and objectives of kindergarten programs.

Kean sent

questionnaires to 89 kindergarten headteachers and 10 percent of the
parents of children attending the kinderga rtens.

Respondents were asked

to rate six aims in terms of the priority each should have in the
kindergarten program.
objectives .

Within each aim there were three specific

The major aims includ ed:

personal/emotional, physical,

intellectual, social and aesthetic development of th e child along with
parent contact and i nvolvement .

Results showed that each of the aims was accorded every order of
priority.

However, a general priority for the aims did emerge .

In

analyzing all respondent's answers together, personal/emot ional
development received the highest proportion of first priorities.

Social

development was second, with intellectual development, parent
involvement, physical development, and aesthetic development following,
respectively.

When these data were analyzed for each group separately ,

Kean's results indicated, in contrast to Goulet 's 1975 study, that
parents rated intellectual development higher than teachers and
aesthetic development lower than did teachers .
Dank ' s (1978) research also provides support for differing views
between kindergarten teachers and parents of kindergarteners .

As in
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Kean's (1980) study, teachers and parents were asked to rank a set of
prescribed goals.

Analyses of the data revealed that, again, parents

ranked intellectual goals higher than teachers, and social goals much
lower than did the teachers.
These accumulated results follow analogous trends to those fo und in
other studies.

Van Cleaf (1979), in his examination of parental

preferences for kindergarten teaching methods, found that parents
favo red cognitively oriented methods and preferred more teacher-directed
procedures in the social and intellectual areas of the kindergarten
program.

Likewise, in her study of parental attitudes regarding

teachers of young children, Smith's (1979) results suggest that parents
preferred teacher s who focused on academic achievement.

In a final related study (Hills, 1984), findings show that mothers
endorse authoritarian educational aims and teacher directed-

kindergarten programs, while teachers favor more progressive views and

active learning modes.

This study also suggests that teachers prefer

broader parent involvement in children's education while mothers
preferred parental cooperation in school-relevant tasks.

Historically, in the United States and in Utah, the evolution of
kindergarten programs has been characterized by rapid growth and change.
Since the conception of kindergarten in America, programs have shifted
back and fo rth in their developmental philosophies.

Disagreement is

still evident between those who feel kindergarten programs should focus
on the intellectual development of the child and those who believe that
social/emotional skills should receive the major focus.
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This disagreement may be stimulated, in part, by the fact that
children entering kindergarten already possess, · and are in need of, a
wide variety of skills.

Statistics indicate that a large number of

children are involved in kindergarten programs and an increasing percent
of these children are attending some kind of preschool program prior to
entering kindergarten.

This further contributes to the wide range of

skills displayed among kindergarten children.
Research also suggests that parents are becoming increasingly
interested in preparing their children for the kindergarten experience
(Dickey, 1979; Gallup, 1978; Mayfield, 1983).

However, research has

neglected to examine the beliefs of parents and teachers regarding what
parents can do to prepare children for kindergarten.
because of the lack of clarity concerning

k~ndergarten

Moreover, perhaps
objectives,

research has not examined parental and teacher expectations of exactly
which skills children should possess upon kindergarten entry.
The current literature concerning parents' and teachers'
perceptions of what should be emphasized in kindergarten is equivocal .
While parents and teachers as groups tend to bold different opinions for
kindergarten goals, the specific perceptions of each group need
clarification.
It is interesting to note that all research to date has focused on
attitudes of "parents and teachers" or "mothers and teachers."

No study

has examined the possibility that maternal and paternal expectations and
priorities may differ for kindergarten preparation, entry skills and
curriculum emphases.
Objectives of the Study
The current study sought to fill noted gaps in the exist ing
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literature b y addressing five specific questions {see Appendix A,
Question I-V).

First, do teachers, mothers and fathers feel parents

could do more to prepare children for kindergart en ?

Next, what do these

three groups perceive parents could do to prepare their children for
kindergarten ?

Thirdly, what have mothers and fa ther s done to prepare

their children for kindergarten?

Furthermore, what skil ls do teachers,

mothers and fathers conceive children should possess prior to entering
kinder garten?

Finally, which skills and developmental areas do mothers,

fathers, and teachers think should be emphasized in the kindergarten
curr iculum?

Research Hypo theses
Hypothesis
Teachers, mo ther s and fa thers will show similar agreement that
parents could do more to prepare children for kindergarten entrance.
Hypothesis II
a.

Teachers will indicate, more than mothers and fathers, that

parents could help children prepare for kindergarten by
f aci litating social and emotional development.
b.

Par en ts, however, will be more likely than teachers to stress
in tell ectual skills.

c.

Mothers will be more likely than fathers to view social/
emot ional skills as important for parents to help children
develop be fo re kindergarten entry.

d.

By contra st, fa thers, more than mothers, will focus on

intellectual development.
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Hvpothesis III
a.

Mothers will be more likely than fathers to indicate that they
aided children in the acquisition of social / emotional skills
pri or to kindergarten entrance.

b.

Fathers will be more likely than mothers to report they
assisted children in enhancing intellectual development.

Hypothesis IV
a.

Teachers will place higher priorities on social / emotiona l
domains as skills for children to possess upon entering
kindergarten than do mothers and fathers.

b.

On the contrary, mothers and fathers will place higher
priorities on intellectual skills than do teachers.

c.

Mothers will place higher priorities for entering kindergarten

d.

Fathers, however, will plac e higher priorities on intellectual

children on social/emo tional skills than do fathers.

skills than mothers.
Hypothesis V
a.

Teachers will place greater importance than mothers and
fathers on social/emotional skills as areas to be emphasized
in the kindergarten curricula.

b.

Mothers and fathers by comparison, will place greater
importance than teachers on intellectual skills.

c.

Mothers will hold social/emotional skills at greater

d.

By contrast, fa thers will view intellectual skills as

importance for emphasis in the kindergarten than fathers.

mor e important than mothers.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Pa rticipants

Participants for this study were kindergarten teachers and parents
in Weber and Davis Schoo l Districts.

The sample was drawn f rom a

population of 154 kindergarten teachers and 668 parents of
kindergarteners.

This sample included every elementary school (69) and

every kindergarten teache r (!54) within the se two Utah school districts.
Weber and Davis districts were chosen for thei r representation of

both urban and rural areas, the wide range of socio-economi c s tatus of

residents, and relative ethnic and religious diversity.

All

kindergar ten teachers i n both districts were invited to participate in
this s tud y.

Teachers were also asked to send home a Parent

Questionnaire packe t with one boy and one girl in their classes.
parent s were selected using a sys tematic numerical procedure.

These

As a

means of control, only two parent families were selected for this study.

From this sample, a total of 92 percent (146) of teachers and 67
percent (436) of parents returned questionnaires.

Teachers from Davis

district returned 100 of the 107 questionnaires distributed (93
percent), while teachers from Weber district returned 46 of the 47
questionnaires distributed (98 percent).

Davis parents returned 258 of

the 428 questionnaires (61 percent) and Weber parents returned 178 of
the 240 questionnaires (74 percent).

The return rate was exactly the

same for parents of boys and parents of girls (67 percent).

For the

parent group, only families who returned both the mother and f ather
questionnaires were used in the final sample.
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Instruments

Data were collected by self-administration of the Kindergarten
Teacher Questionnaire (see Appendix B) and Kindergarten Parent
Questionnaire (see Appendix C).

These questionnaires, identical in

nature with the exception of one question, were designed to assess the
attitudes of parents and teachers towards kindergarten programs.

Specifically, questions addressed expectations and prlorities for
kindergarten curricula, opinions on the respective roles of parents and
preschools in preparing children for kindergarten, and opinions on
children's sequential development of skills.
Measurement procedures in the questionnaires included Llkert-type
scales, task list checking, prioritizing, ranking, and open- ended

descrip tive questions.

Internal reliability was assured by having

respondents rank expectations of prescribed tasks more than once on
several types of scales.
Based on previous research (Dank, 1978; Utah Early Childhood
Education Guide, 1980; Goulet, 1975; Kean, 1980), ten developmental
domains were defined:

cognitive- attention/problem solving; cognitive-

prereading; cognitive -math; large muscle; small muscle; self-help;
emotional; social; expressive language; and receptive language.

Frost 's

Developmental Checklist (1972) and the Developmental Profile Manual
(Alpern & Boll, 1972) were used as additional resources in identifying
tasks in each domain which were typical of the normative development of
a kindergarten child.
The questionnaires also collected demographic and biographical
information.

Parents were asked to indicate their education and

employment status, their ages, the number of children in their family,
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their community population, and whether or not their children had been
enrolled in preschool or day care prior to kindergarten entry.

Socio-

economic status was determined using Hollingshead's Four Fac tor Index of
Social Status (1975).

Teachers were queried as to their ages, their

years of teaching experience, their educational status, and the number
of children in their classrooms.
Face validity and readability of the instruments were determined in
three ways.

Ini tially, questionnaires were extensively piloted on three

occasions with kindergarten teachers and kindergarten parents in Denver,
Colorado; Corvallis, Oregon; and Salt Lake City, Utah.
pilot administration, revisions were made.

Following each

Secondly, the questionnaires

were read and critiqued by ten university professionals in the field of
early childhood education.

Again, revisions were undertaken in

accordance with suggestions.

Lastly, the final copies of the

questionnaires were submitted to the Survey Research Institute at Oregon
State University for analysis.

All three methods confirmed the face

validity of the instruments, and assured that the questionnaires were
both readable and understandable .

Procedures

Following project approval by the Utah Sta te University
Institutional Review Board, initial contacts were made with Weber and
Davis School District Superintendents.

The investigator was referred to

the Weber and Davis District Research Specialists and written requests
to conduct research were sent to these individuals (see Appendix D and
E) .

The research specialists provided names of the elementary schools,

principals, and kindergarten teachers within each district.

Phone
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contact was made with each elementary school principal in both l<eber and
Davis Districts.

The project was explained, and cooperation on the part

of the principal was requested.

These individuals consented to let

their respective kindergarten teachers participate, if the teacher so
chose.
Prior to distribution, each questionnaire was coded with a
district, school and teacher number.

For instance, the number 01-001-01

indicates that this teacher was employed in Weber District, at Bates
Elementary and was tea cher # 1.

The Parent Questionnaires had an

identical number with an additional digit (01 -001-01-1) specifying the
gender of the kindergarten child (the final digit 1 indicates that this
child is a male).

The code number was solely for purposes of analysen

and was not used for identification.
and teachers remained anonymous.

The names of parents, students,

Prior to coding, consent forms were

separated from questionnaires to further guarantee anonymity.

The coded questionnaires were personally delivered to each
kindergarten teacher in both districts.

If the teacher chose to

participate, the teacher questionnaire, letter (see Appendix F) and
consent form (see Appendix G) were left with the teacher.

If the

teacher, after reading the questionnaire, chose not to participate, a

blank questionnaire was returned.
In addition, two students --one boy and one girl--from each class
were selected to take the Parent Questionnaire home to their parents.
These two students were chosen using a systematic numerical procedure
specified by the District Research Specialists.

For instance, teacher

# 1 was asked to send questionnaires and a consent form home with the 3rd
boy from the bottom and the 3rd girl from the bottom of the class list.
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If the specified child did not live with a two-parent family, the
teacher was asked to send the questionnaires and consent form home with

the next child on the class list.

Students from every position on class

lists were selected an equal number of times until the total sample was
drawn.
The coded Parent Questionnaires (one for each father and mother), a
parent letter (see Appendix H) and consent form (see Appendix I) were
placed in a manila envelope and left with the teacher.

(Having the

materia ls together in a manila envelope assisted the child in getting
all materials home to the parents and back again to school.
aided in ease of organization in delivery and pick up ).

It also

The teacher was

then asked t o send the questionnaires home with the indicated students

( see Appendix J).

If the parents chose to participate, they were asked

to individually fill out the questionnaires and consent form and return

them to their child's teacher.
Teachers and parents were given an average of one and one -half

weeks to fill out the questionnaires.

In an attempt t o maximize the

response rate, teachers were mailed reminder letters two days prior to
pick up (see Appendix K) and were given reminder letters to send home to
the selected parents (s ee Appendix L).

All questionnaires (parent and

teacher) were personally picked up from the kindergarten teachers.
Data on the questionnaires were given numerical values and

subsequently coded onto FORTRAN coding forms.

To establish inter-rater

reliabili t y, all data were coded by a second rater blind t o the initial
coding.

Percentage of agreement equalled 98 percent.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Because of the extensive nature of the instruments used in data

collection, this study concent rated on only certain aspects of the
questionnaire.

A variety of statistical procedures were utilized to

analyze teachers', mo t hers' and fathers ' resp onses to each of five

questions .

SPSSX was used and run on a VAX/VMS computer (Nie, 1983).

Alpha was set at .05 or above on all statis t ical tests.

The res ult s are

presented in relation to the specific questions and hypotheses outlined
below .

Comparisons between teachers and mothers, teachers and fathe r s ,

and mothers a nd fathers are discussed fo r each question.

Pa renta l Role in Children's
Prepara tion for Kinde rgarten
Question
Do teachers, mothers and fathers believe parents could do more to

prepare children for kindergarten?

There will be no significant differences between teachers',
mothers' and fat her s' perceptions regarding the parental role in
kindergarten preparation.

Specifically, these three groups will show

s imilar agreement tha t parents could do more t o prepare children for
kindergarten en tran ce.

Measured on a scale ranging f rom !( s trongly disagree ) t o 5(s trongly
agree) the re sults ind icate that mean agreement levels with the
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statement "Parents could do more to prepare children for kindergarten"

for teachers (X=4.41), mothers (X=4 . 07), and fathers (X=4.12) were all
quite high.

However, contrary to predictions, a Mann-Whitney U Test

(Nie, 1983, p. 825) revealed significant differences between mothers'
and teachers' (U=9937.5, p<.OOOI) and fathers' and teachers' (U=l0380.0,
p<.OOOI) agreement levels.

While both mothers and fathe r s felt parents

could do somewhat more in preparing children for kindergarten, teachers
by comparison showed significantly stronger agreement with the
statement.

A Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test (Nie, 1983, p. 820-821)
comparing mothers' and fathers' responses to the same statement was then

condu cted.

No significant differences were revealed (Z=-0.9187,

p=.3583) with 58 percent of mothers and 54 percent of fathers moderately
agreeing that parents could do more to prepare children for
kindergarten.
Question II
What could parents do to prepare children fo r kindergarten?
Hypothesis II
a.

Teachers will be significantly more likely than mothers and
fa thers t o indicate that parents could help children prepare
for kindergarten by facilitating social and emotional
development.

b.

Pa rents, however, will be significantly more likely than
teachers to stress intellectual skills.
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c.

When compared, mothers will be significantly more likely than
fathers t o v iew social/emotional skills as important for
parents t o help children develop before kindergarten entry.

d.

On the contrary, fathers will be sign ificantly more likely
than mothers to foc us on i ntellectual development.

Teacher and parental responses to the question "What could parents
do? " were coded into one of the ten domains list ed below.
1.

Cognitive-Attention/Problem Solving (i.e.: child attends t o an
ac tivity 20-30 minutes; listens to directions and follows
through; finds original solutions to problems; recognizes
colors)

2.

Cognitive-Prereading (i.e . : child recognizes and names letters
of the alphabet; reco gnizes own name; knows the sounds
that letters make; reads or sounds out words)

3.

Cognitive-Math (i.e.: child counts; identifies numerals ;
matches numerals to sets of objects; completes simple

addition and subtraction problems)
4.

Large Muscle (i.e .: child skips; runs; j ump s; walks on a
straight line; throws and catches a ball)

5.

Small Muscle (i.e.: child cuts with scissors; holds crayons/
pencil s appropriately; ties shoes; buttons buttons; zips
z ippers; writes name)

6.

Self-Help (i .e . : child dresses self; blows own nose; takes
ca re of toilet needs; put s belonging s away)

7.

Emotional (i.e.: child shows sa tisfaction with
accomplishment s; expresses frustration in words; has a

positive self-concept)
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8.

Social (i.e.: child cooperates in routines; engages in
cooperative play; will ingly shares with other children;
recognizes needs and feelings of others)

9.

Expressive Language (i .e. : child speaks in comple te sentences;
tells short stories in sequence; shows interest in the
meanings of new words; engages in conversation)

10.

Receptive Language (i.e.: child lis tens while o thers speak,
enjoys being read to; remembers story heard four days
earlier; identifies and labels "above , " "below,"
"behind")

In terms of what parents could do to prepare children for
kindergarten, as depicted in Table l, the domains mentioned most

freq uently by teachers were receptive language (66 percent),
cogni tive-attention /p roblem solving (5 1 percent) and small muscle (43
percent).

~!others

reported the domains of receptive language (52

percent), social (40 percent), and cognitive-prereading (36 percent)
most often.

In contrast, fathers more often mentioned

cognitive-prereading (35 percent), cognitive-math (35 percent) and
social (34 percent) as areas in which parents could undertake activities
to help prepare children for kindergarten entrance.
Chi Square analyses were then employed to compare differences
between teachers' and mothers' and teachers' and fathers' responses to

the question "What could parents do to prepare children for
kindergarten?".

When mothers and teachers were compared, teachers were

significantly more likely than mothers to indicate receptive language

(!2 (!)=5.95036,
(!

2

p=.Ol47), cognitive-attention/problem solving

0)=2!.69967, p<.OOOI ) , small muscle

(!2 0)=14.92627,

p<.0001),
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Table l

Percentage of Teachers, Mothers, and Fathers Indicating
Each Domain in Response to the Question:

"What Could Parents

Do To Prepare Children for Kindergarten?"

Teachers
(n=l46)
rank of
%

Mothers
(n=218)
rank of
%

Fathers
(n=218)
rank of
%

%

12 <.o5

52

32

4

+0*

51

26

19

+0

Small Muscle

43

23

16

+0

Social

32

40

34

Self- Help

32

18

16

Emotional

25

29

23

Expressive Language

2l

13

.6

+0*

Cognitive -Prereading

21

26

35

+0

Cognitive - Math

18

31

35

+0

Large Muscle

.5

Domain

%

Receptive Language

66

%

Cognitive - Attention /
Problem Solving

+ Teachers versus mothers

Teachers versus fathers

*

Mothers versus fathers

10

.4

10

.6

+0
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self-help

(!

2

(!

2

(1)=8.45085, p=.0036) and expressive language

(1)=4.01057, p=.0452) skills .

(!

cognitive-prereading

(!

2

2

In contrast, mothers suggested

(1)=9.35315, p=.0022), and cognitive-math

(1)=6.09014, p=.0136) domains significantly more often than did

teachers.

No significant differences were found between teachers' and

mothers' responses in the domains of social

(!2 (1)=1.93594,

p=.1641),

2

2

emotional (! (1)=.70303, p=.4018) or large muscle (! (1)= . 32955,
p=.5659).
These results fail to support Hypothesis IIa.

No s ignificant

differences were found between teachers' and mothers' response rates for
social and emotional domains.

However, mothers did indicate

intellectual skills significantly more often than teachers, supporting
Hypothesis IIb.

Interestingly, large muscle skills were cited the least

freq uently of all domains by both teachers and mothers, with only .5
percent of teachers and .4 percent of mothers mentioning it.
Similar analyses were undertaken to examine di fferenc es in
teachers' and fathers' responses to the same question concerning what

parents could do to prepare children for kindergarten.

Comparisons

between teachers' and fa thers' responses were remarkably similar to
comparison patterns between teachers' and mothers' responses.

Teachers

were significantly more likely than were fathers to mention the domains

(!2 (1)

of recep tive language
problem solving

(!

2

=39. 23095, p<.0001), cognitive-attention /

(1) =39.95393, p< . 0001), small muscle

<l(l) =30.582 88, p<.0001), self-help
expressive language

2

(!

(!2 0)=11.03566,

(1) =16.22441, p<.0001).

p=.0009) and

Analogous to mothers,

fathers were signlficantly more likely than teachers to indicat e
cognitive-prereading

(!2 (1)=8 .66141,

p=.0032) and cognitive math
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(!

2

(1)=10.93482, p=.0009) skil ls.

No significant differences were found

between teachers' and fa thers' response s in social
p=.8260), emotional

(!2 (1)

(!2 (1)=.04833,

=.01624, p=.8986), or large muscle

2

(! (1)=.02444, p=.8758) areas.
Again, these results fail to support Hypothesis IIa.

No

significant differences were found between teachers' and fathers'

response s for social and emotional skills.

Hypothesis lib is supported

with fathers mentioning intellectual areas significantly more often than
teach~rs.

As with teachers and mothers, of all domains, fathers

mentioned large muscle skills least frequently (.6 percent).
A McNemar Test (Nie, 1983, p. 817-818) was utilized to compare
mothers' and fathers' ideas concerning what parents could do to prepare

children for kindergarten.

Results indicated that mothers were

significantly more likely to note receptive language
p<.0001), and expressive language
were fathers.

(!2 (1)=4.4474,

(!2 (1)=22.5488,

p=.0350) domains than

While mothers tended to mention cognitive-attention/

problem solving more frequently than fathers, this difference only
approached significance

(!2 (1)=3.8209,

p=.0506) .

No significan t

differences between mothers and fathers emerged for small muscle

(!2 (1)=3.4091, p=.0648), social (!2 (1)=1.8778, p=. 1706), self-help
(!2 (1)=.1607, p=.6885), emotional (!2 (1)=1.9726, p= . 1602),
cognitive-prereading

(!2 (1)=.0111,

(!2 (1)=.1 . 8228, p= . 1770) domains.
Hypotheses IIc and Ild.

p=.9161) or cognitive-math
These results fail to support

No significant differences were found between

mothers' and fathers' response rates for social and emotional skills,

nor for intellectual skills.
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Further analyses were performed to determine if differences existed
in mothers' and fathers' responses to this same question, as a function

of socio-economic status (SES) .

Coded on Hollingshead's Four Factor

Index of Social Status (Hollingshead, 1975), parents' SES included group
A (major business and professional, 27.8 percent), group B (medium
business, minor professional, technical, 37.5 percent), group C (skilled
craftsmen, clerical, sales workers, 34.1 percent) and group D (machine
operators, semiskilled workers, 6 percent).

No respondents were rated

as groupE (unskilled laborers, menial, service workers).
Chi Square analyses revealed no significant differences in mothers'
responses as a function of SES.

This held true across all ten domains:

cognitive-attention/problem solving

(!2 (3)=2.88926,

p=.4090), cognitive-

2

2
prereading (! (3)=.60443, p=.8954), cognitive-math (! (3)=2.41530,
p=.4908), large muscle

(!2 (3)=.3 . 37583,

p=.3372), small muscle

(!2 (3)=4.13055, p=.2477), self-help (!2 (3) =.1781 72, p=.6189), emotional
(!2 (3)=2.77645, p=.4274), social (!2 (3)=2.02159, p=.5679), expressive
2
2
language (! (3)=3.09315, p=.3775) and receptive language (! (3)=3.75519,
p= 7098)
0

0

However, analyses did show that fathers in the two lower SES groups
(Group C: skilled craftsmen, clerical, sales workers; and Group D:
machine operators, semiskilled workers) were significantly less likely
than all fathers to mention emotional
re cep tive language

(!

2

(!2 (3)=8.65511,

p=.0 342) and

(3)=13.99315, p= .0029) as areas parents could

emphasize to help prepare children for kindergarten.

No significant

differences were apparent for paternal SES in cognitive-attention/
problem solving

(!2 (3)=3.30101,

p=.3475), cognitive-prereading

(! (3)=4.46444, p=.2155), cognitive-math (!2 (3)=5.70011, p=.127l), large
2
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muscle

2

2

(! (3)=6.51051, p=.0892), small muscle (! (3)= .66342, p=.8818),

self-help

(!2 (3)=2.95848,

expressive language

(!

2

p=.3981), social

(!2 (3)=.95864,

p=.8113), or

(3)=5 . 51468, p=.1378) skills.

Question III (Responded to by
mothers and fathers only)
What did you do to prepare your child for kindergarten?
Hypothesis III
a.

Mothers will be significantly more likely than fathers to
indicate that they aided children in the acquisition of
social/emotional skills.

b.

Fathers will be significantly more likely than mothers to
report that they assisted children in enhancing intellectual
development.

Each response to the question uWhat did you do?tt was coded into one

of the ten domains outlined previously in Question II.

As shown in

Table 2, maternal and paternal responses were similar in that the four
domains mentioned most frequently by each group were receptive language
(mothers, 53 percent; fathers, 34 percent), cognitive-prereading
(mothers, 51 percent; fathers, 38 percent), cognitive math (mothers, 48
percent; fathers, 36 percent), and social (mothers, 47 percent; fathers,
34 percent).
While mothers and fathers were similar in their top four responses,
Chi Square analyses revealed that mothers were significantly more likely
than fathe rs to report that they had undertaken activities to help
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Table 2:

Percentage of Mothers and Fathers Indicating Each Domain in
Response to the Question: "What Did You Do To Prepare Your
Child For Kindergarten?"

Fathers
(n=218)

Mothers
(n=218)

rank of

rank of
%

%

Domain

%

Receptive Language

53

34

Cognitive-Prereading

51

38

Cognitive Ma th

48

36

Social

47

34

Small Muscle

31

22

28

22

%

*
*

Cognitive-Attention/
Problem Solving

26

13

Emotional

26

21

Expressive Language

12

Self-Help

Large Muscle

*

Mothers versus fathers

8

10
10

10

E<.os
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child ren develop skills in receptiv e language
cognitive-prer eading

(!2 (1)=9.6790,

<l(l)=7 .10 23, p=.0077), social

2

(!

(1)=15.5204, p<.0001),

p=.0019), cognitive-math

(!2 0)=7 . 5938, p=.0059), small muscle

(!2 0) =17 .9775, p<.0001 ) and self-help (!2 0)=11.7581, p=.0006) skills.
No significant differen ce s between mothers' and fathers' response rates
were apparent f or cognitive-attention / problem solving
p=.1511), emotional

(!2 (1)=1.7286,

(!2 (1)=2.0610,

p=.1886), expressive language

<l(l)=2 .1 316, p=.1443) o r large muscle

(!2 0)=.0294, p=.8638) domains.

These results offer partial support for Hypothesis IIIa.

Mothers did

indicate they had done more than fa thers to promote social skills, yet
no difference s between mothers and fathers were found for the emotional
domain.

Hypothesis Illb fails to be supported by these results.

Contrary to pred iction, mothers, more frequently than fathers, reported

that they had assisted children in acquiring intellectual skills.
Once again, Chi Square analy ses were conducted to determine if

differences existed in mothers' and fathers' responses to what they had
done to prepare children for kindergarten as a function of SES.

When

examining mothers' SES, ana lyses disclosed that mothers in Group C
(skilled craf tsmen, clerical, sales workers) were significantly less
likely than were all mothers t o indicate emotional skills

(!2 (3) =7 . 88895,

p=.0484) as something they had helped children develop

prior to kindergarten entrance.

No significant differences emerged

between mothers of differing SES groups for cognitive-attention/problem
solving

(!2 (3)=2.88581,

p=.3499), cognitive-math

p=.4096), cognitive-prereading (l(3)=3.28412,

(!2 (3)=1 . 67775,

p=.6419), large muscle

2

(! (3)=1.23371, p=.7449), small muscle (!2 (3)=2.97671, p=.3952),
2
2
self-help (! (3)=1.1 3119, p=.7696), social (! (3)=5.05694, p=.1677 ),
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expressive language

(!2 (3)=6.96758,

p=.0729), or receptive language

(X 2 (3)=2.31816 , p=.5091) skills.
Analyses further suggested that fathers in the lowest two SES
groups (Group C: skilled craftsmen, clerical, sales workers and Group D:
machine operators, semiskilled workers) were significantly more likely
than all fathers to indicate that th ey had fos tered self-help skills

(!2 (3)=7.84270,

p=.0494) in pre- kindergarten children.

In contrast,

fathers in the lowes t SES group were significantly less likely than all
fathers to mention receptive language

(!2 (3)=12. 11304,

p=.0070).

No

other significant differences were found between fathers of differing
SES groups fo r cognitive - attent i on/problem solving
p=.3153), cognitive-prereading

(!2 (3)=1.17695,

(!2 (3)=3.54210,

p=.7585), cognitive-math

(!2 (3)=4 . 37756, p=.2235), larg e mus cle (!2 (3) =4.56 193, p=.2068), small
muscle

(!2 (3)=5 . 25590 , p=.5114), emotional (!2 (3) =4 . 06183, p= .2549),

socia l

(!2 (3)=1.42079,

p=.7007), or expressive language

(!2 (3)=4.74550,

p= .1 914) domains.
Priori ties for Children's Skills
Upon Kindergarten Entry

Question IV
What skills do teacher s, mothers and fathers believe children
should possess upon kindergarten entrance?
Hypothesis IV
a.

Teachers will place significantly higher priorities for
entering kinderga rten children on social/emotional skills than
do mo ther s and fathers.
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b.

Mothers and fathers, however, will place significantly higher
priorities on intellectual skills than do teachers.

c.

When compared, mothers will place significantly higher
priorities on social/emotional skills than fathers do.

d.

In cont rast to mothers, fathers will place significantly
higher priorities on intelle c tual domains as skills for
children to possess upon kindergarten entry.

Teachers and parents were asked to respond to the open-ended
statement "When a child goes to kindergarten the most important thing t o
know is . .

by prioritizing the following ski lls ranging from l (most

important) to 13 (least important).
a.

How to share with other children.

b.

How to listen.

c.

How to count.

d.

How to read.

e.

How to wait one's turn.

f.

How to follow directions.

g.

How to be independent.

h.

How to sit still.

i.

How t o be curious.

j.

How to solve problems.

k.

How t o write.

1.

How to r aise one's hand.

m.

How to feel confident.

Table 3 illustrates the agreement that occurred between teachers,
mothers and fa thers in selecting the three most important skills:
listening (teachers'

Xr ank

= 2.79, mothers'

X rank=

3.19 , fathers'

X
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rank

3.16), feeling confident (teachers'

rank

3.19, fathers'

(teachers'
4.26).

X rank

X rank=

X rank=

2.98, mothers'

= 4.28, mothers'

X rank

= 4.26 , fathers'

Similar agreement occurred for writing (teachers'

11.13, mothers'
(teachers'

X rank=

X rank=

X

3 .86), and following directions

11.10, fathers'

12.60, mothers'

X rank=

X rank=

X rank =
Xrank=

9.98) and reading

11.10, fathers'

X rank

9 . 98), which were ranked as least important skills for children to
possess upon kindergarten entry by all three groups.
A Kendall Coefficient of Concordance Test (Nie, 1983, p. 823)
determined significant patterns of agreement within teacher (W=.6220,
p<.0001), mother (W=.3951, p<.0001), and father (W=.3154, p<.0001)
rankings.

In other words, teachers as a group, mothers as a group, and

fathers as a group were significantly similar in the way they
prioritized the 13 skills.
T-tests were then utilized to compare teachers' and mothers',
teachers' and fathers', and mothers' and fathers' priorities for each of

the 13 skills.

Contrary to predictions, no significant differences were

found for feeling confident (t(325)=.53, p=.598) and sharing
( t (320.83) =.63, p=.530).

Further, no significant differences were found

for following directions (t(335)=.09, p=.931), waiting one's turn
(t(318.88)p=.067), sitting still (t(334)=.11, p=,.9.09), raising one's
hand (t(334)=1.35, p= .177), or problem solving (t(334)=1.60, p=.111).
However, consistent with predictions, mothers ranked counting
(t(317.59)=-7.64, p<.OOOl), writing (t(326.17)=-6.45, p<.0001), and
reading (t(247.60)=-7.00, p<.0001) significantly higher than did
teachers .

Being independent (t(327.90)=4.14, p<.0001) and curious

( t(330.8 7)=3 .20, p<.002) were ranked significantly higher by teachers
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Table 3:

Teachers 1

,

Mothers ' and Fat her s' Ranking s of Skills Children

Should Possess Upon Kindergar ten En trance
Teachers
N:136

x

rank

Skill

Mothers
N:201

Fathers
N:197

x

x

absolute
absolute
absolute
rank rank
E<.o5
rank rank
rank

How to listen

2 .79

3.19

3.16

How to feel conf ident

2 .98

3. 19

3.86

How to follow directions

4 . 28

4 .26

How to be independent

4.88

6.39

7.35

other child ren

5.59

5 .84

5.34

How t o be curious

5.94

7.04

7.26

How to wait one's turn

6.25

6.61

7.08

How to sit still

7.26

7.31

8

8.17

How to raise one ' s hand

8.39

8.84

10

8.47

10

How to solve problems

8.62

10

9.13

11

8.73

II

How t o count

10.28

II

8.41

7.86

8

How to write

11.13

12

9.59

12

9.48

12

+.*
+.

How to read

12.60

13

11. 10

13

9.98

13

+.*

3

.*

4.26

+.*

How to shar e with

+ Teachers

versus mo t hers

Teachers versus fathers

*

Mothers versus fathers

+.
.*
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than by mothers.

Listening (t( 335)=1.89, p=.059) approached

s i gnificance with teachers tending to rank this domain higher than
mothers.

Closely resembling the comparison pattern between teachers and
mothers, and again contrary to predictions, no significant differences
between teachers and fathers were apparent for sharing (t(327.36)=-0.9l,
p= . 362) .

Moreoever, no significant differences were found for listening

(t(326.73)=1.67, p=.096). following directions (t(321 .4 4)=-0.l4,
p=.885), raising one's hand ( t( 317.75)= .5 3, p=.599) or problem solving
(t( 330)=.28, p=.779).

However, consistent with Hypothesis IVa teachers

did place significantly higher priorities than fathers on feeling
confident (t(325.57)=2 . 76 , p=.006).

Teachers also ranked waiting one's

turn (t(323.78)=3.23, p<.OOl) and sitting s till (t(331)=2.86, p=.OOS)
higher than fathers.

In support of Hypothesis IVb' fathers ranked

counting (t(296.46)=9.33, p<.OOOl), writing (t(3ll.79)=-6.56, p<.OOOl),
and reading (t(226.7l)=-l0.50, p<.OOOl) significantly higher than
teachers.

As in the compari sons between teachers and mothers, teachers

ranked being independent (t(326.60)=6.84, p<.OOOl) and curious
( t( 327 .51)=3 . 76, p<.OOOl) significantly higher than did fathers.
Mothers' and fathers' responses to this same question were compared

and the results offer support for Hypothesis IVc.

Mothers placed

significantly higher priorities than fathers on being confident
( t (l84) =-2.27, p=.024).

Further, mothers also ranked being independent

( t (l86)=- 2 .74, p=.007), and sitting still (t(l85)=-2.64, p=.009) higher
than fathers.

In support of Hypothesis IVd fathers ranked counting

(t(l86)=2.0l, p=.046) and reading (t(l86)=3.55, p<,OOl) significantly
higher than mothers.

Although sharing (t(l86)=1.94, p=.054) was
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approaching significance with fathers ranking it higher than mothers, no
significant differences were found between mothers' and fathers'

rankings for listening (t(186)= .56, p=.577), fol lowing directions
(t(186)=.48, p=.630), being curious (t(185)=-.57, p=.570), waiting one's
turn (t(l86)=-1.39, p=.l66), raising one's hand (t(l85)=.95, p=.346),
problem solving (t(184)=1 .48, p=.141), or writing (t(185)=.02, p=.984).
To assess whether teachers' priorities for children's skills upon

kindergarten entry were reflective of the number of years spent teaching
kindergarten, teachers were categorized into one of four experience

groups.

Group 1 included teachers who had taught 0-3 years (23 . 8

percent).

Group 2 encompassed teachers with 4-7 years experience (30.1

percent).

Teachers whose experience ranged from 8-14 years (24.7

percent) comprised Group 3 .

Finally, teacher s in Group 4 had taught

from 15-2 8 years (21.4 percent).
A Kendall Coefficient of Concordance Test (Nie, 1983, p. 823)
detected significantly similar patterns of prioritizing skills within
each teacher group (p<.0001 for all groups).

In other words, each

teacher group was significantly similar in the way they ranked each of
the 13 skills.
also evident .

Similar patterns of ranking across teacher groups were
Moreover, significant differences in how teachers

priori tized a ny of the 13 skills regardless of the number of years
teaching kindergarten, were not apparent.

Expectations of Kindergarten Curricula
Question V
What skills do teachers, mothers and fathers feel should be
emphasized in the kindergarten curricula?
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Hypothesis V
a.

Teachers will place significantly greater importance than
mothers and fathers on social/emotional skills in the
kindergarten curricula .

b.

Mothers and fathers , however, will place significantly greater
importance than teachers on intellectual skills.

c.

When mothers are compared to fathers, mothers will hold
social/emotional skills at significantly greater importance
than fathers.

d.

Fathers, in contrast, will view intellectual skills as
significantly more important than mothers.

For a list of 10 skills , teachers and parents were asked to rate
each according to its importance for emphasis in the kindergarten on a

scale ranging from 1 (not important) to 7 (very important).
1.

Art Appreciation (i.e.: enjoying music, visual arts)

2.

In tellectual Concepts (i.e.: numbers, letters)

3.

Large Muscle (i.e.: running, skipping)

4.

Listening (i.e.: listening while others speak)

5.

Problem Solving (i.e.: solving why/how problems)

6.

Self-Help (i.e.: dressing self, toileting sel f)

7.

Small Muscle (i.e.: cutting, writing)

8.

Social (i.e.: engaging in cooperative play)

9.

Speaking (i.e.: engaging in conversation with others)

10.

Confidence (i.e.: having a positive self-concept, showing
satisfaction with accomplishments)

Table 4 summarizes teachers', mothers' and fathers' responses to
the statement "Please rate each item according to how important it is
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for that skill to be emphasized in kindergartens."

Teachers , mothers

and fathers displayed agreement in rating listening {teachers' X rating
=6.96, mothers' X rating = 6.82, fathers' X rating = 6.55) and
confidence (teachers' X rating =6.85, mothers' X rating = 6.82, fathers'
X rating= 6 . 59) as the two most important skills to be emphasized in
kindergartens.

Teachers rated social skills as the third most important

item to be emphasized, (X=6 . 79), while mothers and fathers selected
intellectual (mothers' X rating= 6 . 73, fathers' X rating= 6.34)
skills.

Teachers, mothers and fathers were also similar in rating art

appreciation {teachers' X rating

= 5.22, mothers'

Xrating
Xrating

= 5.44,

fathers'

X rating

5.13) and self-help (teachers'

mothers'

X rating

5.14, fathers' X rating= 5.21) as the two skills

5.01,

least important for emphasis in the kindergarten.
Mann-Whitney U Tests (Nie, 1983, p . 825) offered partial s upport
for Hypothesis Va' indica ting that teachers rated social (U=12519.5,
p=.0004) skills significantly higher than mothers.
listening (U=l3690, p=.0044), speaking (U=13202 . 5,

Teachers also ra ted
p~.0109),

and large

muscle (U=ll259.5, p<.OOOl) skills significantly higher than mothers.
Contrary to prediction, however, no differences were found between

teachers' and mothers' ratings of confidence (U=l45ll.O, p=.2820) and
intellectual (U=l4480.0, p=.4426) skills.

Similarly, no significant

differences were found in rating s for small muscle (U=13997.0, p=.2301),
problem solving (U=l5024.5, p=.9457), art appreciation (U=13503.0,
p=.l247) or self-help (U=l4518.0, p=.6654) domains.
Further analyses compared teachers' and fathers' ratings of skills
to be emphasized in the kindergarten curricula.

In support of

Hypothesis Va, Mann-Whitney U test s revealed that teachers did place
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Table 4:

Teachers', Mothers' and Fathers' Ratings of How Important It
Is For Development of Specific Skills to be Emphasized In
Kindergar t en

Teachers
N=139

x
Skill

rating

Mothers
N=218

x

order
of X rating

Fathers
N=218

x

order
of X rating

order
of X

E< .05

Lis tening skills

6.96

6.82

6 . 55

+0*

Confidence skills

6.85

6.82

6 . 59

0*

Social skills

6.79

6.51

6.21

Speaking skills

6.75

6.56

6.30

+0*

Intellectual concept s

6.73

6.73

6.34

0*

Small muscle skills

6.58

6.45

5.98

0*

Large muscle skills

6.40

5.91

5.51

+0*

Problem solving skills

6.30

6 . 33

5.97

0*

Art appreciation skills

5.22

5.44

5.13

Self-help skills

5.01

+

Teachers versus mothers

0

Teachers versus fathers

*

Mothers versus fathers

8

10

5.14

10

5.21

5

10

+0*
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greater importance on confidence (U=ll674.0, p<.OOOl) and social
(U=9444.0, p<.OOOl) skills than did fathers.

Moreoever, teachers also

placed greater importance than fathers on listening (U=l0121.5,
p<.OOOl), speaking (U=9887.0, p<. OOOl), small muscle (U=9497.0,
p<.OOOl), large muscle (U=8043.5, p<.OOOl) and problem solving skills
(U=ll723.0, p<.0002) than did fathers .

Contrary to Hypothesis Va,

teachers also rated intellectual skills (U=l0622.0, p<.OOOl ) higher than
fathers.

No significant differences between teachers and fathers were

evident for art appreciation (U=l4192.0, p=.4806) or self-he lp
(U=l4927.0, p=.9597) skills.
Finally, comparisons of mothers and fathers using Wilcoxon MatchedPairs Signed-Ranks Tests revealed similar results to those which emerged
when teachers and fathers were compared.

listening

(Z~-4.2389,

As did teachers, mothers rated

p<. OOOl), confidence (Z=- 3.7330, p=.0002), social

(Z=-3.2585, p=.OOll), speaking (Z=-3.3097, p=.0009), intellectual
(Z=-4.8773, p<.OOOl), small muscle (Z=-4.8304, p<.OOOl), large muscle
(Z=-3.3753, p=.0007), problem solving (Z=-3.7363, p=.0002), and also art
appreciation (Z=-2.3919, p=.Ol68) skills significantly higher than did
fathers.

These results support Hypothesis Vc' with mothers placing

greater importance on social/emotional skills.

Results fail to be

consistent with Hypothesis Vd, since fathers did not rate intellectual
skills higher than mothers.

Self-help was the only skill where no

significant differences were apparent between mothers' and fathers'
ratings of importance for emphasis in the kindergarten curricula.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the current study was to examine views held by
kindergarten teachers and mothers and fathers of kindergarteners
concerning the parental role in preparing children for kindergarten.
Further, this study sought to investigate which skills teachers, mothers
and fpthers believe are important for children to possess upon
kindergarten entry.

Finally, this study examined which skills these

three groups hold as important for emphasis in the kindergartens.
Parental Role in Children's
Preparation for Kindergarten
Can Parents Do More in Preparing
Children for Kindergarten?
It was originally hypothesized that there would be no significant
differences between teachers', mothers' and fathers' perceptions
regarding the parental role in kindergarten preparation.

It was

predicted these three groups would show similar agreement that parents
could do more to prepare children for kindergarten entrance.
The results, however, fail to support this hypothesis.

While all

three groups did agree that parents could do more, teachers showed
significantly stronger agreement than both mothers and fathers that
parents could do more in preparing children for kindergarten.

Teachers

tended to feel very strongly that parents could do more to help their
children be adequately prepared to meet the kindergarten challenge.
This attitude on the part of teachers may stem from the fact that
children are indeed entering kindergarten with an extreme diversity of
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knowledge and skills.

It may also indica t e that many children are going

to kindergarten unprepared to meet the challenges of the curriculum.
Hothers and fathers, to a lesser degree , also agreed that parents could
do more.

This suggests that even though parents feel they should be

playing an active role in preparing their children for kindergarten,
they are perhaps unaware of the effec ts of their involvement.

Further,

parents may have uncertainties about what exactly they shoul d do to
prepare their ch ildren for kindergarten.

This may be particularly true

if parents have little knowledge of what will be expected of their
children in th e kindergarten program.
What Can Parents Do To Prepare
Children for Kindergarten?
It was initially predicted that teachers would be more likely than
mothers and fathers to indicate that parents could help children prepare
for kindergarten by facilitating social and emotional development.

In

contras t, parents woul d be more likely than teachers to stress

intellectual skills.

Mothers, when compared with fathers, would be

significantly more likely to view social/emotional skills as important
for parents to help children develop before kindergarten entry .

Fathers

would be significantly more likely than mothers to focus on intellectual
development.
The results only partially support this hypothesis.

Contrary to

predictions, there were no significant differences between teachers,

mothers or fathers in their responses of social and emotional skills.
For all three groups, social skills were in the top four most frequently
mentioned skills and emotional skills in the top six .
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Findings from this study do, however, support the prediction that
mothers and fathers would mention intellectual skills more frequently
than teachers.

Both mothers and fathers responded that they felt

parents could help children with prereading and math skills
significantly more than did teachers.

These results are supported by

previous research (Dank, 1978; Kean, 1980; Van Cleaf, 1979) which shows
parents place a higher priority on intellectual skills than do teachers.
Such findings may suggest that some parents are unaware or are
misinformed about young children's development, believing that early
academic skills are essential to fu ture successes.

It may also indicate

that some parents are still subscribing t o the " academic push" which
began in the 1950s and continues to be apparent.
Comparisons between mothers' and fathers' perceptions of what

parents could do to prepare their children for kindergarten failed to
support the prediction that mothers would indicate social/emotional
skills more than fathers and fathers would mention intellectual skills
more than mothers.

Surprising l y, mothers and fathers were in agreement

concerning social, emotional, and intellectual skills.

Nonetheless,

significant differences were fo und for both expressive and receptive
language skills, with mothers mentioning these skills significantly more
often than fathers.

This may suggest that mothers spend more time than

fa thers interacting verbally with their preschool-age children.
Although these results suggest a lack of consensus between t eache rs
and parents, it is encouraging to see similarities between mothers' and
fathers' views.

Similar beliefs between mothers and fathers and

contrasting beliefs between teachers and parents are explainable
considering that mothers' and fathe rs' perception are at least partially
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dependent on each other.

Teachers and parents, on the other hand, are

assumed to be much more independent groups.

Interestingly, teachers,

mothers and fathers were similar in their responses concerning large

muscle skills.

All three groups indicated large muscle skills less

frequently than any other domain.

This finding is surprising in light

of basic child development principles which suggest that refinement of
large muscle skills develops prior to that of small muscle skills (Lugo

& Hershey, 1979).
Additional findings indicate that the socio-economic status of
fathers had aninfluence on paternal responses.

Specifically, fathers in

lower SES groups were significantly less likely to mention emotional and
receptive language as areas in which parents could foster development.
It may be suggested that men in these two lower SES groups (skilled
craftsmen, cle rical, sales workers, machine operators, semiskilled

workers) have had less fo rmal education and may not be aware of the
importance of these specific areas in a child's development.

Possibly,

these fathers place greater value on a variety of other skills for
children than they do feeling good about oneself, listening to others
speak and being read stories.

No significant effects due to SES were

established for mothers .
What Did Parents Do To Prepare
Ch ildren for Kindergarten?
Initial hypotheses predicted that mothers would be more likely than
fathers to indicate that they ai ded children in the acquisition of
social/emotional skills prior to their child entering kindergarten .

In

contrast, fathers would be more likely than mothers to report that they
assisted children in enhancing intellectual development.
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Results once again offer only partial support for t hese hypothe ses .
While mo th ers did do more than fa ther s to enhance children's social
develo pment, they also reported that they did more to foster receptive
language , prereading, math, small muscle and self-help skills.
It is interesting that while f athers agreed that parents could do
more in preparing their children f or kindergar ten, they reported little
i nvo lvement in the process of doing so .

This may suggest that fa thers

a re taking a relatively ina c tive role in the areas of child rearing
which fos ter the desired pre-kindergarten skills in their children.
These results may also be dependent on the time the father is out of the
horne as compared to mothers .

The reality that 100 percent of fathers

and only 33.8 percen t of mothers were employed outside the home suggests
that mothers may be spending mor e time with their children t han are
fa thers.
Furthe r ana lyses looked at the responses of mothers and father s as
a function of SES .

Results indicate that mother s in the second lowest

SES group (skilled craf tsmen, clerical, sales workers) were less likely
tha n all mothers to report that they had engaged in activities t o foster
emotional skills in their children.

Although mothers in this group

possess less formal education and may have limited access to educational
materials that would inform them on the importance of the development of
the emotional domain in children, it is not clear why this tendency was
not also apparent for mothers in the lowest SES group.
Fathers in the lower SES group (machine operators, semiskilled
workers) less freq uently reported receptive language as a skill th ey had
helped their child acquire prior to entering kindergarten .

This is

consistent with this group of fathers' views towards what parents cou ld
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do.

Such findings may suggest that lower SES fathers simply do not view

recept ive language as an import an t a rea in which children need t o

develop skills prior to kindergarten.
Interestingly, the results also demonstrated that fathers in the
lowest two SES groups were significantly more likely to report that they
had helped their children acquire self -help skills.

This may reflect

tha t fa thers in lower SES groups hold higher expectations for their
children to be independent .
Priorities for Children's Skills
Upon Kindergarten Entry
What Skills Should Children Possess
Upon Kindergarten Entrance?

For this question, it was hypothesized that teachers would place
higher priorities for entering kindergarten children on social/emotional
skills than would parents.

Parents, on the other hand, would place

higher priorities on social/emotional skills than would teachers.
Compari sons between mothers and fathers would show that mother s place
higher priorities on social/emotional skills, and fathers on
intellectual domains.
The find ings of the current study partially support these
pr~dictions .

Teachers placed higher priorities on confidence skills

than did parents, while parents placed higher priorities on intellectual
skills than teachers.

However, contrary to hypotheses, there were no

significant differences between any of the groups for social skills.

As

predicted, when mothers and f athers were compared, mothers placed
significantly higher priority on confidence skills than did fathers and
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father s placed higher priority on intellectual skills than mothers.
These results are quite consistent with previous research (Dank, 1978;
Kean , 1980; Van Cleaf, 1979) which sugges ts that teachers place higher
value on social/emo ti onal development than parents do and tha t parent s
place higher priority on intellectual skills than do teachers .
lt is, moreover, encouraging to note tha t the three groups were in

agreement about the top two most important skills that children should
possess upon kindergarten entry (lis tening and confidence) and the two
least importan t skills (writing and reading ).

Of notable interes t is

the fact that the lowest rated skills were so academi cally oriented.
Encouragingly, teachers, mothers and fathers may real ize that when
compared to other developmental areas, aca demic skills are not of
primary importance.

I t i s perhaps a logical assumption that a teacher's years of
experience may effect his/ her attitudes about which skills are the mo st
important for children to posses s before the y enter kindergarten.
Therefore, years of experience tea ching kindergarten was included as a
va riable in the analyses.

Overall, teachers were found to have

distinctly similar patterns of rankings for skills children should
possess prior to kindergarten entrance.

Teachers, regardless of

experien ce (0-3 years, 4-7 years, 8-14 years, or 15-28 years), a ll
ranked the skills in generally the same order.

This may suggest that

teache r s have precise and clearly defined expectations for young
children's development.

Such results are perhaps not surprising, since

curriculum guidelines may be set by the school district, resulting in
similar expectations for a ma jo rity of kindergarten teachers.
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Expectations of Kinde rgarten Cu rricu la

What Skills Should be Emphasized
In Kindergarten?
Originally, it was hypothesized that teachers would place greater
importance than parents on social/emotional skills in the kindergarten
curricula, while parents would place greater importance than teachers on
intellectual skills.

However, when mothers were compared to fathers,

mothers would hold social/emotional skills as greater in importance than
fathers, and fathers would view intellectual skills as more important
than mothers.
Results from this investigation once again offer only partial

support for this hypothesis.

As predicted, teachers did rate social

skills significantly higher than both mothers and fa ther s, and also
rated confidence skills significantly higher than fathers.

In contrast

to predictions, however, teachers did not rate confidence skills

significantly higher than mothers.

Also, contrary to the hypothesis,

teachers placed similar emphasis on intellectual skills as mothers, and
significantly greater emphasis on intellectual skills than fathers.
When mothers and fathers were compared, the hypothesis was
supported, as mothers rated social and confidence skills significantly
higher than fathers.

However, contrary to predictions, mothers also

placed greater emphasis on intellectual skills.
It is interesting that although there were some significant
differences in the mean ratings of teachers, mothers

and fathers on

specific skills, the overall order of importance was very similar for
the three groups.

Listening and confidence skills were given the
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highest ratings by all three groups, and art and self-help skills the
lowest ratings by all groups.

These skills, although rated lowest, were

still rated as somewhat important to the kindergarten curricula.

The

overall attitude across all groups tends to indicate that teachers and
parents believe that kindergart en programs should enhance a wide range
of development and skills in the child.
The attitudes depicted by the low ratings of self-help skills may
actually be misrepresen ted.

Teachers, mothers and fathers, rather than

suggesting self-help skills are least important for kindergarten
children to learn, may be indica ting these skills should be learned
prior to kindergarten entrance and need not be a focus of the
kindergarten curricula.

This seems even more likely considering

self-help skills were ranked quite high in Question IV by all three
groups as skills children should possess prior to entering kindergarten.
Limitations
The major limitation of the present study concerns the time of year
the data were collected.

The sample was drawn and data collected in

January, which is midway through the school year.

Considering a large

portion of the study was concerned with pre-kindergarten skills, many of
the responses were given in retrospect.

This has perhaps stronger

ramifications for parents than teachers, since teachers may hold similar

views year after year for all children entering kindergarten.

Parents'

midyear views, however, may be discrepant with their views at the
beginning of the school year.

This is possibly due to an inability to

remember past expectations, or more likely, may be a result of the
current kindergarten program on their expectations for young children.
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Further investigations would profit from beginning the study prior to
the commencement of the school y ear.

The nature of the sample may also limi t generalizability.

Although

care was taken to include a relatively wide range of subjects within the
sample, all partic ipant s reside in northern Utah and were connected with
kindergarten s in Davis or Weber Count y School Districts.

No

participants were repre sentative of Hollingshead's lowest SES group, and
only a small percentage fell in the second to lowest group.

The

expansion of a similar study t o other areas and possibly to other states
including greater religious, racial and SES diversity would make an
i mportant contribution t o the generalizability of the results.
Finally, parents may have a tendency to view only structured
academic activities as things they have done to help their children
prepare for kindergarten, overlooking spontaneous, everyday experiences

which also enhance children 's skills.

Further studies may wish to

incorporate an instrument whi ch is more focused on such ex perien ce s,
re s ulting in a wider range of parental responses.

Impl ications
Results from this study indicate that parents and teacher s are in
general agreement about the focus of the kindergarten curricula, and
about which skills a re the most and least important for children t o
possess upon kindergarten entry .

Greatest disagreement was found in

- parental and teacher att i tude s of "if," and "what, 11 parents can do to

prepare their children for kindergarten.
The nature of this discrepancy calls for increased parental and
teacher dialogue, along with parent education programs t o assist pa rents
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and teachers in defining similar goals.

Parents' understanding and

support of the school program is a n important fac to r affecting a child's
acad emi c achi ev ement (Nash, 1979).

Also, the closer a parent's

expectations are to the teache rs' expectations, the stronger the effects
of the expectations on a child's performance (Smith, 1980).

Considering

these fac tors, similar and consistent goals between parents and teachers
are a vital necessity.

Continuity and clarity of goals i s essential,

not only between parents and teachers, but between mothers and fa thers
as well .

Be fore continuity can emerge between parents and teachers,

however, go als must be s et based upon reliable research fi nding s .
Once these goals are set, teachers can use resea rch results as a

means of just ifying and e xplaining their curricula to parents.

A

variety of methods may be utili zed to educate both mothers and fathers
abo ut accurate expectation s for pre-kindergarten and kinderga rten
children.

A parental handbook that outlines the development of the

child and s ugge sts experience s and activities for the enhancement of a
variety of skills would be favorable in producing continuity between the
school and home.

Other ideas may include, but are not limited t o,

parental workshops and parent-teacher conferences.

It is important,

however, that these methods be available to parents prior to the child's
an tic ipated kindergarten entry.

A child's development is continuous and

it would be most beneficial for parents to be aware of children's growth
and development of skill s and abilities earlier in the life of their
chi ld.
Because these findings suggest that fathers are less likely than
mothers to engage in developmental activities with their
pre -kindergarten children, education programs would be particularly
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beneficial to fathers.

Such programs may increase their involvement in,

and attitudes toward their children's development prior to kindergarten.
Lower SES parents might also benefit from such an educational
program.

Results from this study indicate that while these parents are

more likely to encourage self-help skills, they may be less likely to
help children with receptive language and confidence skills.

An

educational program could inform these parents regarding important
developmental areas in young children and accurate expectations for
performance of pre-kindergarteners.
This plan of action is suggested as a way of educating parents
about accurate pre-kindergarten and kindergarten expectations and goals
for children.

As parents' and teachers' expectations and priorities

become more similar, it is expected teachers will feel that greater

numbers of children are entering kindergarten with skills that help them
face the challenges of the curriculum.

As children experience more

continuity between home and school, it is predicted they will be
equipped to meet the more realistic expectations set by these two groups
with a higher degree of success.
Conclusions
The major findings of this study were numerous and wide ranging.
Kindergarten teachers believe, more than do mothers and fathers,
parents could do more to prepare children for kindergarten.

that

Moreover,

teachers indicated more frequently than both mothers and fathers that
parents could help children with receptive language, cognitive
attention/problem solving, small muscle, self-help and expressive
language skills prior to their kindergarten entrance .

Mothers and
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fathers felt that parents could help pre-kindergarten children with
cognitive-prereading and cognitive-math skills.

Mothers believed

expressive and receptive language skills were more important to help
children develop prior to school entrance than did fathers.
This investigation also suggests mothers have helped their children
prior to kindergarten entrance more than fathers in receptive language,
cognitive prereading, cognitive math, social, small muscle and self-help
areas.

Mothers and fathers are equally likely to have helped their

chi ldren in cognitive attention/p roblem solving, emotional, expressive
language and large muscle areas.

Receptive language, prereading, math

and social skills seem to be the top areas in which parents are aiding
their child r en before kindergar t en entry.
Further findings suggest tha t fathers from lower SES groups are
less likely to v iew emotional a nd receptive language as areas in which
parents can help their child develop prior to entering kindergarten.
Mothers in the second lowest SES group were less like ly to report that
they had engaged in activities to help fos ter emotional skills in their
children prior to kindergarten.

Lower SES fa thers, on the other hand,

were less likely to have aided children in receptive language and more
likely t o have helped their children acquire self-help skills .
The results of the current study reveal that teachers, mothers and
fathers are in general agreement about which skills children should have
prior to entering kindergarten.

All three groups believe that the most

important competencies children should possess before entering
kindergar ten are listening skills, feel ing confident, and knowing how t o
follow directions.

Teachers, mothers and fat hers all believe that
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writing and r eading are the least important skills for children to know
upon ente ring kindergarten.

Finally, teachers, mothers and fathers appear to agree that a wide
variety of skills should be emphasized in the kindergarten curricula.
Teachers placed significantly greater emphasis on social skills than
both mothers and fathers and significantly greater emphasis on
confidence and intellectual skills than fathers.

Mothers considered

social, confidence and intellectual domains to be more important than
did fathers.
These findings suggest a need for a greater degree of understanding
between teachers and parents concerning accurate expectations for

pre-kindergarten children .

Increased continuit y and clarity of goals

between teachers and parents, and further, between mothers and fathers

will enable these three groups to more appropriately prepare children
for kindergarten entrance.
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Appendix A. Kindergarten Teacher and Parent Questions
for Analyses: Questions I and II (Teacher),
Questions I, II, and III (Parent),
Question IV, Question V
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Questions I and II - Teacher

For the following question, please indicate to what extent you
agree or disagree with the statement.

Parents could do more to prepare children for kindergarten.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree
4

What could parents do ?
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Strongly
Agree
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Questions I, II, and III - Parent

For the following question, please indicate to what extent you
agree or disagree with the statement.

Parents could do more t o prepare children for kindergarten.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

What could parents do?
I.

2.
3.

4.
5.

What have

~

done to help your child prepare for kindergarten?

l.

2.

3.
4.
5.

,.
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Question IV - Teacher and Parent
For the following items, please prioritize them ranging from most
important (1) to least important (13).
When a child goes to kindergarten, the most important thing to
know is .
How to share with other children
How to listen
How to count
How to read
How to wait one's turn
How to follow directions
How to be independent
How to sit still
How to be curious
How to solve problems
How to write
How to raise one's hand
How to feel confident
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Question V - Teacher and Parent
For the following list, please rate each item according to how
important it is for that skill to be emphasized in KINDERGARTENS.

Very
Important

Not
Important

The development of . . .
art appreciation skills
intellectual concepts
(numbers, letters)
large muscle skills (running ,
balance)

4

listening skills
problem solving skills (solving
why/how problems)
self-help skills (dressing
self, toileting self)
4

4

5

small muscle skills (cutting,
writing)
social skills
speaking skills

4

confidence skills
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Appendix B.

Kindergarten Teacher Questionnaire

71

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Please fill cut this questionnaire following the given directions.
All of your responses will be kept confidential.
Thank you fer your cooperation!
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In orde r for a chil d to be adequately 11 prepared" for kindergarten what
should a/he be expected to do? P lt:ase check (
) t h e ta s ks that a
child should be able to do bef!Jre s/he ~s lc.i ndergunen.
Attends to an .activity 20-30 minutes
- - Recognizes and names letters of the alphabet
--Counts to 100
Can skip
Cuts llith scissors on line
- - Zips ovn zipper
- - Sho~t~s satisfaction 1.1ith accomplishment s
Learns and cooperates in 'routines
Speaks in comp l ete sentences

Listens while oth~::rs speak
- - Recognizee own name
- - Identifies numerals 1-20
Throws and car.ches a ba 11
Holds crayons/pencils appropriately
Blows own nose
Onderstands others ' feelings

Recogni%es needs of others
TellR sho't't -stories in sec;uence

Can follow 3 specific instructions in order
Listens to directions and follows through
- - Completes simple addition and subtraction problems
· - - Walks on a straight line
Writes name
- - Puts bl!longings away in locker or cubby
- - Bas a positive aelf-concept
- - Willingly shares with other children
--Engages in conversation with other children
- - Identifies and labels above, below, behind, etc.
- - Is curious
Reads or sounds out 50 words
Balances on one foot
Ties shoes
- - Takes care of toileting needs
- - Expresses frustration in words
- - lngages in cooperative play
- - Is interested in the meanings of new words
- - Remembers l!lltory heard 4 days before
Finds orisinal solutions to proble1u
ltnovs the sound each l!!tter makel!ll
=Hatches numerals to sets of objects

==
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Using these same tasks, please check (
) those that a majority of children
lat least 50%) have ma s t e red up~ndergarten entrance.
Attends to an activity 20-JO minutes
- - Recognizes and names letters of the alphabet
- - Counts to 100
--Can skip

- - Cuts ~o~ith scissors on line
- - Zips own zipper
- - Shous satisfaction with acco111plishments
Learns and cooperates in routjnes
Speaks in complete sentences
Listens uhile others apeak
Recognizes own name
Idenrifies numerals 1-20
Throus and catches a ball
--Holds crayons/pencils appropriately
- - Blous own nose
- - Understands ot h ers 1 feelings
- - Recognizes ueed s oi others
Tells short stories in sequence
Can follow 3 apt!cific instructions in order
Listens to directions and follows through
Completes simple addition and subtraction problem£
llalk.s on • straight lin-=
Writes name
- - Putii belongings away in locker or cubby
- - Bas a positive self-concept
- - Will.1ng1y ahsrea with other children
- - Engages in conversation with other children
- - Identifies and labels above, below, behind, etc.
Is curious
Reads or sounds out SO warda
Boilances oo ooe foot
Ties shoes
=Takes c:are of toiletiog needs
Expres&es frustration in words
- - Engages in cooperative phy
- - Ia interested in the Jteaninga of aev vorde
- - Remembers story heard 4 days before
- - Finds original aolut:iona to problems
- - lnows the sound e•c:h letter aakes
Hacches numerals to •eta of objec:t:s

=
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For the follouing question, please indicate to ~a~hat utent you agree or
disagree With the statement .

Preschool/daycare teacher s could do more to prepare children for kindergarten.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

What could pre.school/daycare teachers do?

I.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Agree

Strongly
Agree
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For the following question. please indicate to what extent you agree or
disagree with the statement.

Parents could do more to prepare ehildren for kinderganen.

Strongly
Disagr~e

What

I.

2.
3.

4.

·5.

Disagree

could pHrenes do?

Neu~ra1

Strongly
Agree

Agree
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For the following list, p lease rate each item according to ho~o~ itnport:ant ir
is for that skill to be e~nphasiz~::d in PRESCHOOLS/DAY CARE CDITERS,

Not

Import: ant

Very
Important

The de::velopment of • • •
art appreciation skills

intellectual concepts (numbers, letters)

large musclf! skills (running, balance)

listening skills

problem solving skills (solving why/how
problems)

aeU-help skills (dressing self, toiletiog
oelf)

amall mu &cle akills (cutUng, writing)

soc i al skills

speaking skills

confidence aldlla
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For the follo~ing list, please rate each item according to how important it
is for that skill to be emphasized in KINDERGARTENS .

Hoc

Important

Ve ry
Important

The development of. • •

art apprec:.iation skills

intellectual concepts (numbers, lect:ers)

large IZIJ&cle skills (running, balance)

listening skills

prob1em aolving ald.lla fsolvtng why/how
problems)

aelf-belp a kill a ldru&ing aelt. toU eting
self)

small auac:.le skills (euttfng. writing)
social akUla

apeald.ng skills

eaalidanc:.e alt111a
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For the folloving items • please prioritize them ranging from most important
(1 ) to least important (13).
"'hen a child goes to kindergarten, the most important thing to kno"' is • • .
Bo"' to share with other children

Row to listen

How to count

Bou t o read

B-ow to wait one's

Hot.1 to follow directions

Hov to be independent

Bow to ait still

How to be curious

_ _ Bow to eolve problem.

How to write

How to raise one 1 a hand

Bow to feel confident
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These are five specific tasks in CUTTING. Please prioritize them in order
ft"om the task a child learns/acquires first (1) to the task a child learns/
acquireg last (5).
Prefers using one hand ·over the other to
- - Cuts on a zig-zas line

- - Cuts freehand designs
Cuts a two inch circle
Cuts on a straight line

These are five specific tasks in OBSERVIUC OBJEcrs. Please prioritize them
in order from the task .a child learns/acquires first (1) to the task a child
le.arns/uc.quires last (5) .

Can state why obj ec:.ta are alike · or different
Can
Can
- - Can
Can

===

find 2 or more similarities ben~een objec:t.s
identify that lome objects are alike or different
categorize object s vhich are •imilar
match two objects which are the •ame

These are five specific tasks in PLAYING BALL. Pleau prioritize them in
order from the task a child learns/acquires first (1) ta the task a. child
learns/acquires last (5).
Runs ta catch ball
- - Catches ball V1tb anas while acanding still
- - Throws overhand
Tftrows underhand
==Catches ball with hands while etandins still
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These c~re five specific tasks in NAME IDENTIFTCATTON. Please prioritize
them in ord~r from the task a child leams/acquires first (1) to the task

a child learns/acquires last (5 ).
Can pic!: own name out of a group of names
\.lrites name
Names individual letters in name
Recognizes name when seen alone
Spells name out loud

These are five specific tasks in COUNTING, Please prioritize the.m in order
fro1D the task a child learns/acquires first (1) to the task a child learns/
acquires last (5).
Orders numerals 1-10
Counts by lllemory from 1-10
Writes numerals 1-10
Hatches nWiieral to correct eet of objects

Rt!cognizes oumeritla 1-10

These are five apecific tasks in DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS \H'I1J OTHERS.
Pl e..ase prioritize them in order from the task a child learns/ acquire a
first {1) to the task a ch:f.ld learns/acquires last (5).

Willingly takes turns with other children
--Plays independently of other children
- - Willingly shares with other children
Plays cooperatively with other children
Recognizes needs of others
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Please fill out the follo1.1ing information about yourself.
Hale

Female

Do you have children ?

Age _ __

Yes - -,

No

If yes, please list the ages : _ _
At what grade level do you teach? - - - - - -

Bov long have you taught at this grade level? - - - - - - How many children are in your class(es)? Morning _ _

Afternoon

Please list any other arade / age levels at which you have taught. Include
any teaching experiences with children from birth on, and specify the length
of time spen t with that level.
Grade / Age Leve l

Number Years Experience at thh Grade/Age Level

Prior to this year, how many total years have you taught? - --- Check the response which •ccurately describes you.

!A/BS 1n Early Childhood !ducation
- - BA/BS in Elementary Educat:ion
- - BA/BS in Early Childhood Education plus l-IS Graduat:e Credits i.n
Education
BA/BS in Elementary !ducac:ion plus 1-lS Graduate Credits in Educaciun
- - JiA/BS in Early Childhood Education plus 16-30 Graduate Credits in
- - Education
BA/BS in Elementary Education plus 16-30 Graduate Credits i.n Education
- - BA/BS in Early Childhood Education plus 31 or 110re Graduate Credits in

- - Education

BA/BS in Elementary Education plus 31 or •ore Graduate Credits in
- - E:ducation

Dave you completed a Haster' s Degree?

Yes

No

If yes, in what a r e a ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thanks so much for your cooperacion.
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Appendix C.

Kindergarten Parent Questionnaire
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KINDERGARTEN PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please fill out this questionnaire following the given directions.
All of your responses will be kept confidential. Because we are interested in the :-esponses of individuals, we ask that mothers and
hthers complete their questionnaires vithout conferring with each
other. Thank. you for your cooperation.
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tn order for a ehild to be adequately "prepared" for kind~rgarten what
should s/he be expected to do?

Please check

(

) the tasks thar a

child should be able to do before s/he ~s kindergarten.
Attends to an activity 20-30 minutes
- - Recognizes and names letters of the alphabet
- - Count~ to 100

Can skip
Cuts with scissors on line
- - Zips 0\ln zipper
- - Show& satisfaction with accomplishments
Learns and cooperates in routines
Speaks in cotnplece sentences
List:ens while others speak.
- - Recogn1.%es ovn name

- - Identifies numerals 1-20
Throws .and catches a ball
- - Holds c:rayons/p~ncils appropriately
- - Blovs own nose
Dnderscands others' feelings
- - Recognizes needs of oche rs
- - Tells shore stories in sequeoci'!.
- - C.;tn follow 3 specific instructions in order
- - LiMtens to direccions and follo~o~s through
- - Completes simple addition ,and aubcraccion problema
- - Walks on a 111t.raighc line
Writes nace
Put s belongings away in locker or cubby
Bas a positive ael!-concepc
- - Willingly" aharl!..:~ lolitb other children
- - Engages in conversation vi th other chUdreo
- - Identifies and labels above.. below. behind. etc ..
- - Is curious
Reads or sounds out SO words
Balances on on~<: foot
~1es ahoes
- - 'takes c:.are of toilet1Dg needs
- - !xpresaes frustration in words
Engages in cooperative play
_ _ Ia interested in the meanings of oe.v words
_ _ l.emembers story beard 4 days before
_ _ Finds original aolutions to problega
l.novs the sound each letter makes
:::Matches numerals to sets of objects

===

==
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For the following question. please indicate t o what exten t you agrl!e or
disagree with the statement .

Preschool /daycare teachers could do more t o . prepare children for
kindergarten.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagrae

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

What could preschool/d.ayc:are teacher::~ do ?

I.
2._
J.
4.
5.

If your child attended preschool/day care, vhat did your c:hild'a teacher do
to help him/her prepare for kindergarten?

I.
2.
l.

4.

5.
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For the follmling question. please indicate co what extent you agree or
disagree ~o~Hh thlo!: statement.

Parents could do more to prepare children for kindergarten,

Strongly

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

~at

Neutral

Agree

could parents do?

l.

2.

3.
4.

5.

What have

1.

z.
3.
4.

5.

~

done to help your" child prepare for kindergarten?

Agree
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For the follo~o~ing list, plea5e rate each item according to how important it
is for chat skill to be ~mph.asi::ed in PRESCHOOLS/DAY CARE CEliTERS.

Not

Important

Very
Important

The development of • • •
art appreciation skills

intellectual concepts (numbers, lecters)

larae muscle skills (running. balance)

listening skills
problem solving skills (.Golving t.~hy/how
problems)

aelf-hdp a kills (dressing self, coiletiog
aelf)
aa.all a~ac:le skills (cutting. writing)

social aldlla

ape.ak.in& ak.illa

coofid~tnce

r - - ----- - --

ak.il1a
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For the folloving list, please race each item according to ho'"' important it
b~ emphasized in KINDERGARTENS.

is for that skill to

Not
I~:~portanc

Very·
Important

The development of. ••
art appreciation skills

intellectual concepts (numbers, l~tt~rs)

large .uscle akilla (running, balance )
listeni.ng skills

problem solving sUUs (solving why/hov
problt!.lii.S}

aelf-belp akilla (dressing self • toi.leting
aelf)

naall awacle akilla (cutting, vriting)

social akilla

apeak..ing

skill~

confidence akilla
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For the following items . please prioritize them ranging from most important
(1) to least important (lJ).
When a child goes to kindergarten. the mosc important thing to knov is • • •

Rov to share with other children

How to listen

How to c:ount

Bo"' to read

How to Yait one' a

Bov to follot.~ directions

Bov to be independent

Bov to sit at.ill

Row to be curious

_ _ Bov to eolve prob lema

Bow to write

Bow to raise one' a band

Bow to leel confident
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The5e are five spe cific tasks in cunrNC. Please prior i tize th~m in order
from the task a child learns/acquires first. (1) to the task a child learns
/ac:quues last (5).
Prefers using one hand over the other to cut
- - Cuts on a :ig-zag line
Cues freehand designs
Cuts a eva inch circle
Cuts on a straight line

These are five sp ecific tasks in OBSE:RVI!IG OBJECTS. Please pr!o ritize them
in order from th e t.ask .a child learns/acquires first. (J) to the task. a child
learns/acquires last (5),

C.an acace why objects are alike or differe nt
- - Com finci 2 or men similar-ities betYeen obj ects
- - Can 1d6!ntify that acme objeccs are alike or diffe:rent

- - Can categorize objects which are limilar
- - C an match t'Wo objects v hich are the aame

These are tive apecific tasb 1n PLAYINC BAU.. Please prioriti:te thea 1o
orde r from tbe cask. a child learns/acquires first (1) to the task a ch ild
learns/acquires l~at (.5) .
Runs to catch ball
- - C.iltche~ ball vith arms vhile standing •till
- - Thrawa overhand
Throva underhand
C.ucbes ball vith bands vbile •tanding still

==-
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These are five specific tas ks in NAME IDENTIFICATION.

Please prioritize

them in order from the task a child learns/acquires first f1) to the task a
child learns/acquires last (5).
Can pick mm name out of a group of names
- - Writes name
Names individual letters in name
Recognizes name vhen aeen alone
Spells aame out loud

These are five specific tasks in COUNTING. Please prioritize them in order
from the taslt a child learns/acquires first (l) to the t.aak a child
learns/acquires last (5).
Orders numerals 1-10
Counts by memory from 1-10
Writ.!!:s numerals 1-10
--Hatches DUl!leral to correct aet of objects
=Recognizes numerals 1-10

These are five specific taaka in DEV£LOPI!tG RELATIONSBTPS VITH OTB'ERS .
Please prioritize them .1n order from the t.ask a child learns/acquires
tint (I) to the t•sk a cb11d learns/acquires laac {5'.
Willingly t.aic.ee turua vitb other children
- - Pl.ays independently of other children
- - Willingly aha res With other children
- - Plays cooperacively with other c:h1ldren
lec:ognizea needs of othera

=
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Phase fill out the folloYing inform.at!on abou t yourst!:lf.

Hale

Female

Age _ _

Are you Harried? _ _

Hov 1111any years have you

Yes

~ttended

II

10
Degrees y o u h ;:.ve earned? -

-

Single? _ _

W i d o ~e d?

Divorced?

Is this you r f irs t 111a rriage?

No

5chool?

12

lJ

( circ le)

14

15

- - - - -- - --

16
-

17

IB

-

Area o f emp hasis ? - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !ou r oc cupatio n ? - - --

------------------

How many years has your s pou s e at t ended acbool?

10

II

12

IJ

14

(circle)

15

16

17

18

18•

Degree s you r s p ouse has e arned? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Area of apouse's emphasis? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tour spouse's occupation ? _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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How =an y children do you have? - - - - - - - Please list the age and sex of each child.
Age

S•x

1.
2.

Age

Sex

5.
6.

3.
4.

7.
B.

Do you participate in your k.indergartener' s classroom?
If yes, boiJ and how often ?

Yes

No

Did you r kinderga rt:ener .1.t:tend preschool (less than 4 hours p~r d ay) ?

Yes

No

If yes, for

ho~J~

(weeks, mon ths, y e a r s ) ? - - - - - - - - - - -

Did your child attend day care (more than 4 hours per day)? Yes
If yes, for bo"' long (veeka, •ontbs, years) ?
-

Please c:hec.lc. the item vhicb best describes where you presently live.
Unincorporated Tovn

Incorporated
Iocorporaced
Incorporated
Incorporated
Incorporated
Thank

10

Town :
Tovn:
Town:
To\oln!
Tovn:

Less than 1,000 population
1,000 - .5,0GO popularion
5,000 - 20,000 population
20,000 - 50 ,00 0 populae1on
more than 50,000 population

much for your cooperation!

No
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Appendix D. Written Request to Conduct Research (Weber Distric t )

~UTAH

95
STATE

UNIVERSITY • L 0 G A N,

UT A H 8 4 3 2 2-29 0 5

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Coll~gl!

of Fami ly life

December 12, 1985

Jed Waddups
1122 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, UT 84404
Dear Mr. Waddups:
The kindergarten year offers children their first public school
exposure. It is an ~xciting year which is marked by much learning and
many new experiences.

Recent research has suggested that parents are

very interested in the optimal education of their children. These same
parents, however, indicate that they have little knowledge concerning
the expectations of children who enter kindergarten. Moreover, a recent
survey of kindergarten teachers indicates that children entering school
exhibit an extreme diversity of skills and knowledge. !!any children are
well-prepared and developmentally ready to competently perform in
kindergarten. Others are not. While individual developmental levels do
account for some of these differences, many children are simply not
prepared for kindergarten. Teachers feel this wide diversity in
performance levels is becoming particularly acute as class sizes
increase.
This study is examining what expectations parents and kindergarten
teachers hold for beginning kindergarteners. It is hoped that the
results of this investigation will enable the parents of kir,dergarteners
and kindergarten teachers to define similar school expectations, thus
enabling children to be better prepared for kindergarten entrance.
In an effort to assess teacher and parental expectations concerning
children who are entering kindergarten, w~ would like to use your
district to draw our sample of parents and teachers. Enclosed are the
questionnaires and cover letters for both parents and teachers.
As we discussed in our phone conversation, upon review of our

study, we will need to obtain a list of kindergarten teachers and secure
parents for our sample. We look forward to hearing from you in the near
future, and thank you for your attention. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact one of us.
Sincerely,

Shelley L. Knudsen Lindauer, Ph.D .
Assistant Professor
750-1532; 750-1544

Kim Harris
Graduate Student
750-1525; 825-9114
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Appendix E.

Written Request to Conduct Research (Davis District)

~UTAH

97
STATE UNIVERSITY • l 0 G A N, U T A H 8 4 3 2 2- 2 9 0 5

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
College of Family life

December 12, 1985

Dr. Dallas Workman
45 East State Street
Fa=ington, UT 84025
Dear Dr. Workman:
The kindergarten year offers children their f~rst public school
exposure. It is an exciting year which is marked by much learning and
many new experiences. Recent research has suggested that parents are
very interested in th" opt:imal education of their childnm. These same
parents, however, indicate that they have little knowledge concerning
t:he expectations of children who enter kindergarten. Moreover, a recent
survey of kindergartea teachers indicates that children ent:ering school
exhibit an ext:reme diversit:y of skills and knowledge. Uany children are
well-prepared and developmentally ready to competently perform in
kindergart:en. Others are not:. While individual developmental levels do
account for some of these differences, many children are simply not
prepared for kindergarten. Teachers feel this wide diversity in
performance levels is becoming part:!cularly acut:e as class sizes
increase.
This study is examining what expectations parents and kindergarten

teachers hold for beginning kindergarteners. It is hoped that: the
result:s of t:his invest:igat:ion will enable the parents of kindergart:eners
and kindergarten teachers to define similar school expectations, thus
enabling children to be better prepared for kindergarten entrance.
In an effort t:o assess t:eacher and parental expect:ations concerning
children who are entering kindergarten, we would like t:o use your
district to draw our sample of parent:s and teachers. Enclosed are the
questionnaires and cover letters for both parents and teachers.
As we discussed in our phone conversation, upon review of our
study, we will need to obtain a list of kindergarten teachers and secure
parents for our sample. We look forward to hearing fro1:1 you in t:he near
future, and thank you for your attention. If you have any questions,
please do not hesit:ate to contact: one of us.

Sincerely,

Shelley L. Knudsen Lindauer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
750-1532; 750-1544

Kim Harris
Graduate Student
750-1525; 825-9114
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Appendix F.

Kindergarten Teacher Letter

99

1

t

~

T A H 5 T A T E U N I V E R 5 I T Y • L 0 G A N, U T A H 8 4 3 2 2 - 2 9 0 5

DEPARTMENT OF FAM/l Y AND HUMAN OE VHOPMENT
Colle,~ofF•"'tlyLile

January 28, 1986

Dear Kindergarten Teacher,
The kindergarten year offers children their first public school exposure.
tt is an uciting ti.ml:!. which is marked by much learning and many new
experiences. However, a recent survey of ltindergarten teachers indicates
that children entering .!tChool exhibit an extreme diversity of skills and
knowledge, Many children are well-prepared and developmentally ready to
competently perform in kinderganen. Others are not. WhUe individual
developmental levels account for some of these differences, uny children
are simply not prepared for kindergarten. Teachers feel this wide
diversity in performance lev els 1s becom.ins particularly acute as class
sizes increase .
This s tudy is envdnin g wha t expectations parents and kindergarten teachers
hold for beginning kiadergarteners. It is hoped that the results of this
investigation will clarif y the l~vels of competence deemed necessary by
kindergarten teachers for ch ildren entering schooL The results of this
st:udy vill also enable parents, preschool teachers, and kindergarten
teachers to define .!lim.ilar kindergart~n ~xpec.tations. helping children to
be better prepared fo r sc.hco l entrance.
In an effort to assess preschool teachers 1 upect.ations concerning children
who are entering school, I am asking for y our part.icipation in this study.
If you choose to parcicipate, simply sign t.be eunsent form and fU1 out the
attached questionnaire. Completing the questionnaire vill taka approximatfl!;ly 15 lllinutll!s of your time. The questionnaire and consent forms vU1
be picked up on February 13 & 14; please have tht3 questionnaire completed
and ready by Thursday • February 13 .
All information Wi.l:. be treatec:i c:on.fidenti&Uy and your anonymity will be
protected.
Your participation is truly appreciated!
fael free to contact. one of w;.

If you have Mny q:u~stions, please

Sincerely,

Shelley L. Knudsen Lindauer Ph.D.
Aasist.ant Professor

750-1532; 750-1544
slc
attachments

u.m Harris
Graduate Student
750-1525; 825-9114
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Appendix G.

Kindergarten Teacher Consent Form

101

I agree to parr.icipace in this study investigating kindergarten teachers'
e..""tpectations for children entering school. 1 understand that all infortaation vill be kept confidential and that I am free to withdraw from the
study at any time .

Signature:

Date:

If you would like to receive the results of this study upon completion,
please print your name and address below.
Name:
Address:
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Appendix H.

Kindergarten Parent Letter

103

t

UTAH 5 TATE

UN IV E R 5 IT Y • l 0 G AN , UTAH 8 4 3 2 2 • 2 9 0 5

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY ANO HUMAN
CoU~e

OE V ElOPME~T

of hm1 ly lile

January 28, 1906
Dear Kindergarten Parents:
The kindergarcen year of!ers your child his/her first public school exposure .
It is an exciting time vhich is m.ar!:ed by much learning and many new experiences. Recent research has suggested that parents are very interested
in the optimal education of their children. these same parents, however,
indica~e that they have little knowledge concerning the expec tations of
children who enter kindergarten .

This study is examin ing what e...":.pectations parents and ld.ndergarten teache~s
hold for beginning k1ndergaru.ners . lt is hoped that the results of this
investigation vill enab l e these ~..10 groups to define silrl!ar e:o:pec:.ations,
thus enabling ehildr~n to be better prepared for aebool entrance.
·
In an ll!ffort to ass ess parental expectations concerning children who are
entering kindergarten, I am asking fat' your participation in this atudy.
If you choose to participate. &imply sign the consent form and fill out the
at:.ached questionnaire. Complet:i!l.g the questionnaire vill ta k ~ approxim.at:ely 15 minutes of your tice . Please note that two quest:!onnaires are
enclosed - one for both father and mother. These should be filled out
vithout conferring vith one another. Please return both questionnaires and
~ fo't':I.S to your child's kindergarten teacher in the envelope. We
will b e coming from Logan to pick these up on February lJ. Pluae have
them returned to the teacher by that date.
All infot"mation will be treated confidentiAlly and your anonymity Will be
protected.
Your participation is truly appreciated!
feel free to contact one of us.

If you have any questions, please

Sincerely,

Shelley L. l.nudsen Lindauer. Ph.D .
Assistant Professor

Kim Harris
Craduate Studet:t

750-LS32; 750-1544

750-1525; 825-9!14

ole
attachments
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Appendix I.

Kindergarten Parent Consent Form
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I agree to participate in this study investigating parental expectations
for children ent ering kindergarten . I understand that all information will
be kept confidential and that I am free to withdraw from the study at any
time.
Signature (mother):

Signature (fa ther ):

Dat.e:

Date:

If you would like to receive the results of this study upon completion,
please print your name and address below .
Name:
Address:

Appendix J.

Kindergarten Parent Selec tion Criteria
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Dear Teacher:

Please send this home with the
on your class list.

--~BO~Y~---

4th from the top

*Please make sure this child resides with a two-parent family.
send this home with the next
BOY
on your list.

If not,

Thank you,

Dear Teacher:
Please send this home with the
on your class list.

GIRL

4th from the top

*Please make sure this child resides with a two-parent family.
send this home with the next
GIRL
on your list.

If not,

Thank you,

Dear Teacher:

Please send this home with the __;;.BO;;.Y;____
on your class list.

4th from the bottom

*Please make sure this child resides with a two-parent family.
send this home with the next
BOY
on your list.

If not,

Thank you,

Dear Teacher:
Please send this home with the __G;;.I~R~L~
on your class list.

4th from the bottom

*Please make sure t his child resides with a two-parent family.
send this home with the next
GIRL
on your list.
Thank you,

If not,
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Appendix K.

Kinderga rten Teacher Reminder Letter

a

!09

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY • l 0 G AN, UTAH 8 4 3 2 2 · 2 9 0 5

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND HUMAN DE VELO PMENT
College of Family Life

February 10, 1986

Dear Kindergarten Teachers:
A reminder that on Thursday, February 13, I will be coming
from Logan to pick up your completed questionnaires.
Please leave all materials (your questionnaires, consent
forcs, and parent 's questionnaires) in the school office by 8:00
a.m. on Thursdav, February 13.
Thank you,

Kim Harris
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Appendix L.

Kindergarten Parent Reminder Letter

~UTAH

111
STATE UNIVERSITY • L 0 G A N, U T A H 8 4 3 2 2 - 2 9 0 5

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
College of Family Life

February 12, 1986

Dear Parents:

I will be coming from Logan tomorrow to pick up your completed questionnaires and consent forms. Please return both questionnaires and consent
forms to your child's kindergarten teacher tomorrow.
Thank you again for your participation.
Sincerely,

Kim Harris
Graduate Student

